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DIFFRACTION OF COMPATIBLE RANDOM SUBSTITUTIONS
IN ONE DIMENSION
MICHAEL BAAKE, TIMO SPINDELER, AND NICOLAE STRUNGARU
Abstract. As a guiding example, the diffraction measure of a random local mixture of the
two classic Fibonacci substitutions is determined and reanalysed via self-similar measures
of Hutchinson type, defined by a finite family of contractions. Our revised approach yields
explicit formulas for the pure point and the absolutely continuous parts, as well as a proof for
the absence of singular continuous components. This approach is then extended to the family
of random noble means substitutions and, as an example with an underlying 2-adic structure,
to a locally randomised version of the period doubling chain. As a first step towards a more
general approach, we interpret our findings in terms of a disintegration over the Kronecker
factor, which is the maximal equicontinuous factor of a covering model set.
1. Introduction
In general, the structure of systems with pure point diffraction is rather well understood
[11, 38]. Due to recent progress, see [2, 3, 5] and references therein, also the situation for
various systems with diffraction spectra of mixed type has improved. Still, the understanding
of mixed spectra in the presence of entropy is only at its beginning and it is desirable to work
out further concrete examples. Of particular interest, both theoretically and for applications
to crystallography and physics, are cases that combine randomness with the presence of long-
range aperiodic order, which means we will be looking for systems with non-trivial point
spectrum in the presence of positive entropy.
In 1989, Godre`che and Luck [22] introduced a (locally) randomised extension of the two
classic and well-studied Fibonacci substitutions, which individually, as well as under global
mixtures, define the same hull. This is to say that any S-adic type sequence in these two
substitutions will not result in a change of the hull it defines. In contrast, the local mixture,
which emerges by deciding randomly, for each single letter, which of the two substitutions
to apply (see Definition 4.1 for details), results in a much larger hull with positive entropy.
Reference [22] contains first results on the topological entropy and the spectral type of the
diffraction measure for the associated point sets. More precisely, the authors computed the
set of Bragg peaks and argued that the diffraction measure is of mixed type, consisting of a
pure point and an absolutely continuous part. Important steps towards a proof were given in
[32, 33], though the absence of singular continuous components remained unproved.
The purpose of this paper is to present a closed expression for the formula of the diffrac-
tion intensities, and to give a proof for the fact that the diffraction measure is indeed of
the expected mixed type, without singular continuous part. Later, we will consider various
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generalisations of this example, for instance by regarding the so-called noble means families,
each consisting of finitely many primitive substitution rules that individually all define the
same two-sided discrete dynamical hull, as does their global mixture. These cases had previ-
ously been considered in [33]. Here, we present a closed expression for the entire diffraction
measures of their locally randomised version. Clearly, several results are already contained
in [32, 42], the proofs of which will not be repeated here; see also [33] as well as the brief
treatment in [4, Ch. 11].
As an interesting generalisation, we also consider a locally randomised version of the pe-
riod doubling chain, which is built from a compatible pair of constant-length substitutions.
While this is a simpler situation in the deterministic setting, this is not so here: In fact,
its treatment requires a cut and project scheme with internal group Z2, the 2-adic integers,
and is thus treated separately. The type of spectral result we obtain is nevertheless the same:
Almost surely, with respect to the ergodic patch frequency measure on the stochastic hull, the
diffraction measure is of mixed type, with a pure point part that resembles the deterministic
chain and an absolutely continuous part, but no singular continuous one.
The paper is organised as follows. We begin with a brief review of the deterministic
Fibonacci tiling in Section 2, tailored to our later needs. Here, we also recall some now classic
notions from the theory of aperiodic order, in particular its central tool, the cut and project
method. To avoid unnecessary repetitions, we assume the interested reader to consult the
recent monograph [4] for details. Section 3 is devoted to the construction and basic properties
of the random Fibonacci inflation, which is followed by an extension to the family of random
noble means inflations in Section 4. Up to this point, our entire treatment does not need any
abstract tools from the theory of locally compact Abelian groups.
This changes when we turn our attention to an example from the class of constant-length
substitutions, which we keep separate in order not to overburden the exposition with a more
abstract setting at the start. Here, we first recall the basic results for the deterministic period
doubling chain in Section 5, then extending it to a randomised version in Section 6. Finally,
looking back at the two types of examples, we identify one common structure in Section 7,
where we harvest an interesting connection between random substitutions and the theory
of iterated functions systems, most notably Elton’s ergodic theorem [19]. As a result, for all
random substitutions discussed in this paper, the topological point spectrum is trivial, but one
has a nice disintegration formula over the Kronecker factor, the latter emerging as the maximal
equicontinuous factor of a covering model set. Also, the discontinuous eigenfunctions become
continuous on a subset of the hull of full measure. A brief outlook concludes our exposition,
and is followed by an appendix that proves some tricky, but often needed, approximation
results for the autocorrelation.
2. Deterministic Fibonacci tiling
Before we investigate random substitutions, let us recall a paradigmatic deterministic case;
see [4, 32] for a detailed exposition. Consider the binary alphabetA = {a, b} and the Fibonacci
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substitution given by ζF,1 : a 7→ ab, b 7→ a or its variant ζF,0 : a 7→ ba, b 7→ a. Both share
the same substitution matrix and also define the same symbolic hull X, see [4, Ex. 4.6 and
Rem. 4.6], wherefore we call them compatible.
Here, we are mainly interested in the geometric counterpart Y of X that emerges as the
hull of the Fibonacci tilings, where a and b are tiles (intervals in our case) with natural
lengths. As in [4], we use length τ =
(
1 +
√
5
)
/2 for a and 1 for b. This gives a topological
dynamical system (Y,R) under the translation action of R that is strictly ergodic, with pure
point spectrum. The pure-pointedness equivalently applies to both the diffraction and the
dynamical spectrum [29, 6]. In terms of diffraction, the spectral properties can be summarised
as follows; see [24, 4] and references therein for proofs.
Theorem 2.1. Let Y be the geometric hull of the Fibonacci tiling system, with prototiles of
length τ for type a and 1 for type b. Then, the topological dynamical system (Y,R) is strictly
ergodic and has pure point dynamical spectrum.
Now, fix some T ∈ Y and let Λ = Λa∪˙Λb be the corresponding set of left endpoints of the
tiles in T . Then, the weighted Dirac comb ω = uaδΛa + ubδΛb , with any fixed pair of weights
ua, ub ∈ C, is pure point diffractive. Its autocorrelation is given by
γ =
∑
z∈Λ−Λ
∑
α,β∈{a,b}
uα ηαβ(z)uβ δz ,
where ηαβ(z) = dens
(
Λα ∩ (Λβ − z)
)
, and the diffraction measure reads
γ̂ =
∑
k∈Z[τ ]/√5
I(k) δk ,
where I(k) =
∣∣uaAΛa(k) + ubAΛb(k)∣∣2, with the Fourier–Bohr coefficients of t+ Λα, for fixed
t ∈ R and α ∈ {a, b}, being given by
At+Λα(k) = limr→∞
1
2r
∑
x∈(t+Λα)∩[−r,r]
e−2πikx .
In particular, γ and Λ−Λ, as well as γ̂ and I(k), are independent of T , while the Fourier–
Bohr coefficients do depend on the chosen element, but converge uniformly in t. 
Remark 2.2. The Fourier–Bohr coefficients in Theorem 2.1 exist for all k ∈ R, but vanish
unless k ∈ Z[τ ]/√5. For any k of the latter type, the map Λ 7→ AΛ(k) = AΛa(k) + AΛb(k)
defines a continuous eigenfunction [24, 30] for (Y,R), with
At+Λ(k) = e
−2πiktAΛ(k),
provided AΛ(k) 6= 0. This connection can be used to show that the dynamical spectrum is
given by Z[τ ]/
√
5; see [4, Sec. 9.4.1] for details on extinctions. The latter precisely occur for
k = ℓτ with ℓ ∈ Z \ {0} provided that ua = ub. For a generic choice of the weights, no
extinctions are present. ♦
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Via the projection method, compare [4, Sec. 7], the elements of Y can be described as
(translations of) regular model sets within the cut and project scheme, or CPS for short,
(R,R,L). This is briefly summarised by the diagram
(1)
R
π←−−− R× R πint−−−→ R
dense ∪ ∪ ∪ dense
Z[τ ]
1−1←−−− L 1−1−−−→ Z[τ ]
‖ ‖
L
⋆−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ L⋆
where the lattice, L, is given by
L := {(x, x⋆) | x ∈ Z[τ ]}
and the ⋆-map is algebraic conjugation in Q(
√
5 ), as defined by the unique extension of√
5 7→ −√5 to a field automorphism of Q(√5 ). Concretely, consider the fixed point of ζ2F,1
with legal seed b|a. The corresponding tiling T leads to Λ = Λa∪˙Λb together with
(2) Λa =uprise
(
[τ − 2, τ − 1)) , Λb =uprise([−1, τ − 2)) and Λ =uprise([−1, τ − 1)),
whereuprise(W ) := {x ∈ Z[τ ] | x⋆ ∈W}; see [4, Ex. 7.3] for details, in particular for the changes
in the windows if we would work with the other possible seed, a|a. In the formulation of
Theorem 2.1, the Fourier–Bohr coefficients of this particular Λ, for k ∈ Z[τ ]/√5, read
(3) AΛa(k) =
1√
5
∫ τ−1
τ−2
e2πik
⋆y dy and AΛb(k) =
1√
5
∫ τ−2
−1
e2πik
⋆y dy.
When working with the other inflation rule, based on ζ2F,0, completely analogous formulas can
be derived; see Remark 3.8 below for further comments and [4] for the general theory.
For the rule we selected here, similar expressions can also be derived for other elements of
Y; see [4, 32] for more. In this setting, one can express the pair correlation coefficients ηαβ(z)
from Theorem 2.1 as
ηαβ(z) = dens(Λ)
vol
(
Wα ∩ (Wβ − z⋆)
)
vol(W )
= 1√
5
∫
R
1Wα(y) 1Wβ−z⋆(y) dy,
where the Wα with α ∈ {a, b} are the windows for the model set description from Eq. (2).
Due to the Pisot nature of the golden ratio, τ , one can go one step further and consider a
modified (or deformed) hull Y˜ that emerges from X by taking a and b type intervals of lengths
(4) ℓa = τ + ρ(1− τ) and ℓb = 1 + ρ,
respectively, where ρ ∈ (−1, τ + 1) is a real parameter. This choice is made so that the
average tile length, and hence also the density of left endpoints, is the same for Y and Y˜.
Since the elements of Y˜ are always considered as tilings with two distinct prototiles, even if
they have the same length (as happens for ρ = τ−2), the dynamical systems (Y,R) and (Y˜,R)
are topologically conjugate in this setting. This follows from the description of the elements
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of Y˜ as deformed model sets, see [14, 7], and is in line with the general analysis of [17]. In
terms of the diffraction, and in complete analogy to [4, Ex. 9.9], the result is the following.
Corollary 2.3. Consider the dynamical system (Y˜,R) with parameter ρ ∈ (−1, τ + 1) as
above. Select any tiling T ′ ∈ Y˜ and consider the corresponding point set Λ′ = Λ′a∪˙Λ′b of left
endpoints. Then, the Dirac comb ω′ = uaδΛ′a +ubδΛ′b is pure point diffractive, with diffraction
measure
γ̂ ′ =
∑
k∈Z[τ ]/√5
I ′(k) δk ,
where I ′(k) =
∣∣uaA′Λa(k) + ubA′Λb(k)∣∣2, and the Fourier–Bohr coefficients are defined in com-
plete analogy to Theorem 2.1. As before, the diffraction measure is independent of T ′, while
the Fourier–Bohr coefficients do depend on it, but converge uniformly. 
If we select T ′ as the deformed version of the fixed point tiling from Eq. (2), we obtain an
analogue of Eq. (3) for the Fourier–Bohr coefficients. With sinc(x) := sin(x)x , one finds
A′Λa(k) =
1√
5
∫ τ−1
τ−2
e2πi(k
⋆−ρk)y dy = e
πi(2τ−3)(k⋆−ρk)
√
5
sinc
(
π(k⋆ − ρk))
and
A′Λb(k) =
1√
5
∫ τ−2
−1
e2πi(k
⋆−ρk)y dy = e
πi(τ−3)(k⋆−ρk)
τ
√
5
sinc
(
π(τ − 1)(k⋆ − ρk)),
which sum to
A′Λ(k) = A
′
Λa(k) +A
′
Λb
(k) = τ e
−πiτ−2(k⋆−ρk)
√
5
sinc
(
πτ(k⋆ − ρk)).
For ρ = 0, this gives back the previous expressions.
Remark 2.4. Our derivation employed the method of deformed model sets, see [14] for
details, but the special cases at hand can alternatively be written as model sets with a new
lattice that emerges from the original one by a shear in the physical direction.
Moreover, due to our choice of tile lengths according to Eq. (4), the dynamical spectrum
remains pure point and is always given by Z[τ ]/
√
5, as in Remark 2.2. In particular, all
deformed model sets in our class here define dynamical systems that are metrically isomorphic
by the Halmos–von Neumann theorem, and are even topologically conjugate to each other as
mentioned earlier. ♦
3. Random Fibonacci tiling
The topological dynamical system (X, S) from the previous section has zero entropy, be-
cause the word complexity is linear. Alternatively, this fact also follows from [9]. Let us
now generalise the Fibonacci substitution and construct random Fibonacci sets with positive
entropy that still show long-range order [22, 31, 36, 33].
To this end, let p ∈ [0, 1] be a fixed probability and set q = 1−p. If A = {a, b} is our binary
alphabet as before, we use A∗ to denote the set of finite words with letters from A. This is
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a monoid under the concatenation of words as multiplication. Now, the random Fibonacci
substitution is the endomorphism ζF : A∗ → A∗ defined by
(5) ζF :

a 7→
{
ba, with probability p,
ab, with probability q,
b 7→ a.
Here, given a word w ∈ A∗, we independently apply ζF to each letter of w, which reflects the
endomorphism property. Consequently, ζF(a) as well as ζF(b), and hence ζF(w), have to be
considered as random variables, each with finitely many possible realisations in our case. A
more general definition will be given in the next section, but is not needed here.
Of course, the term ‘random’ is only justified for p ∈ (0, 1), while p = 0 and p = 1
correspond to the two deterministic limiting cases from the previous section. The latter
are primitive, with the same substitution matrix, which is inherited by the random version.
To proceed, we need to adjust some definitions from symbolic dynamics to the stochastic
situation, where we follow the approach of [32, 33] which extends earlier work [22, 31]; see
also [40, 23].
Definition 3.1. Let ζF be the primitive random substitution from Eq. (5). Then, for any
v,w ∈ A∗ and k ∈ N, we use v ◭ ζkF(w) to express that v is a subword of at least one
realisation of ζkF(w). A word w ∈ A∗ is called ζF-legal if there is a k ∈ N such that w ◭ ζkF(a).
The ζF-dictionary is defined as
DζF := {w ∈ A∗ | w is ζF-legal},
while the two-sided discrete stochastic hull of ζF is denoted as
XζF := {w ∈ AZ | F({w}) ⊆ DζF},
where F({w}) is the set of all finite subwords of w.
Obviously, one can replace ζF by any other primitive random substitution ̺; see Defini-
tion 4.1 below. Let us recall a result on the entropy of the discrete stochastic hull, which
illustrates a fundamental difference from the deterministic case.
Fact 3.2 ([36, 32]). For ζF from Eq. (5) and any p ∈ (0, 1), the topological entropy of the
dynamical system (XζF ,Z) is given by s =
∑∞
ℓ=2
log(ℓ)
τℓ+2
≈ 0.444398725. 
3.1. Tiling picture. To continue, we need to consider the geometric counterpart of XζF . In
a first step, we again replace letters by intervals of length τ (for a) and 1 (for b), and take the
left endpoints of all intervals to obtain Delone sets. From now on, we will identify the tiling
picture with the Delone picture that emerges from taking the left endpoints, possibly marked
by the tile type, as this gives a bijection between the two sets of objects. This procedure turns
each element w ∈ XζF into a point set Λw, where we agree to map the marker (origin) of w
to 0. This means that each point set Λw is a Delone set that contains 0, and the collection of
these sets constitutes the punctured continuous hull Y0,ζF .
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Figure 1. Illustration of the first steps of the random Fibonacci inflation
rule with natural interval lengths. It shows the transition probabilities as
well as the probabilities for the first exact inflation patches. The probability
measure induced by this process on the (one-sided) infinite inflation patches is
compatible with the patch frequency measure obtained from Perron–Frobenius
theory; compare [32, 23].
At this stage, there is no translation action of R on this hull. To construct a proper
dynamical system, we need the full continuous hull YζF , which is obtained as the smallest
collection of Delone sets that contains Y0,ζF and is closed under the (continuous) translation
action of R. Then, (YζF ,R) is a topological dynamical system that is topologically conjugate
to the suspension of the discrete system with a roof function that reflects the tile lengths.
Clearly, one has Y0,ζF = {y ∈ YζF | 0 ∈ y}.
The elements of YζF
can be described as subsets of (translates of) model sets. It suffices
to see this for the elements of Y0,ζF . The idea is to use the positions of the windows from the
deterministic case relative to each other to derive a covering window W with Λ ⊂uprise(W ); see
Section 7 for a detailed derivation of this property.
Remark 3.3. Recall that, in the deterministic setting, the discrete hull of a primitive substi-
tution can be constructed via the fixed point of the substitution. In the stochastic situation,
there is no direct analogue of a fixed point. However, it is possible to modify this approach.
To do so, define
XζF :=
{
w ∈ AZ | w is an accumulation point of (ζkF(a|a))k∈N0},
where ‘accumulation point’ is meant in the sense of one for any of the possible realisations of
the random substitution sequence. Then, the hull XζF from above is the smallest closed and
shift-invariant subset of AZ with XζF ⊆ XζF ; see [32, Prop. 2.22]. The geometric realisations
of elements of XζF are called generating random Fibonacci sets. ♦
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Proposition 3.4 ([32, Prop. 5.21]). Let Λ be any of the generating random Fibonacci sets
from Remark 3.3. Then, one has Λ ⊂ uprise(W ) with covering window W = [−τ, τ ], where
dens(uprise(W )) = 2τ√
5
= 2dens(Λ). 
Now, we want to determine the diffraction measure for the system defined by ζF, which
means to determine the average over the diffraction measures of the elements of YζF with
respect to an invariant measure on it. The latter is chosen as the patch frequency measure,
denoted by νpf , with frequencies defined via a van Hove sequence (Bn)n∈N of growing intervals
that are centred at the origin, so Bn ⊂ Bn+1 for all n and vol(Bn) n→∞−−−−→ ∞. Note that νpf
is a completely natural choice, and is both translation invariant and ergodic [33]. In fact, it
has the nice feature that the unique measure induced by it on the subset XζF via filtration
is precisely the measure defined directly on this subset by the random inflation procedure
according to Figure 1; see [23] for details.
Consider an individual Λ ∈ YζF . Its diffraction measure (with respect to the same van Hove
sequence), which really is the diffraction measure of the Dirac comb δΛ, is given by
(6) γ̂Λ = limn→∞
1
vol(Bn)
∣∣∣∑
x∈Λn
e−2πikx
∣∣∣2 = lim
n→∞
1
vol(Bn)
∣∣Xn(k)∣∣2,
with Λn = Λ∩Bn and the exponential sumsXn(k) :=
∑
x∈Λn e
−2πikx. The limit is taken in the
vague topology. It exists, and is the same, for νpf -almost all Λ ∈ YζF , both as a consequence
of the ergodic theorem. Let us use γ̂ to denote this limit, which is the diffraction measure
of the measure-theoretic dynamical system (YζF ,R, νpf). As such, it can be determined as an
νpf -average over the individual diffraction measures γ̂Λ .
Now, to calculate γ̂, we actually do not need to take an average over (almost) all individual
diffraction measures γ̂Λ , but only over a suitable subset. A good choice of the latter will then
actually allow us to find the corresponding Eberlein decomposition as well. A justification of
this step follows later, in Section 7. Here, we work with one-sided tilings (starting from the
origin) and approach them by the family of exact inflation patches, viewed as random vari-
ables. Denoting the corresponding random exponential sums for n inflation steps by Xn(k),
we can determine their probabilistic weights by the corresponding random concatenation rule;
see [22, Eq. 5.9]. This gives the recursion
(7) Xn(k) =
{
Xn−2(k) + e−2πikτn−2 Xn−1(k), with probability p,
Xn−1(k) + e−2πikτn−1 Xn−2(k), with probability q,
together with X0(k) = 1 and X1(k) = 1. Note that
(Xn(k))n∈N can be seen as the subsequence
of
(
Xm(k)
)
m∈N that corresponds to exact random Fibonacci inflation patches.
Remark 3.5. Here and below, we work with the left endpoints of each tile. Consequently,
the initial conditions X0 and X1 differ from the ones used in [22], where Godre`che and Luck
chose the right endpoints of each tile instead. This does not affect the final result. ♦
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Let us now use E for the average over the exact inflation patches, weighted with their
appropriate probabilities. Then, we obtain
(8) E
(
γ̂Λ
)
= lim
n→∞
|E(Xn)|2
Ln
+ lim
n→∞
Var(Xn)
Ln
=: γ̂1 + γ̂2 ,
where Ln = τ
n is the length of the level-n random inflation tiling patch. It is the same for
all realisations. The existence of the two limits was constructively shown in [22, 32, 33]. It
was also shown there that γ̂2 is absolutely continuous. One aim of this paper is to complete
the spectral analysis of this case by showing that γ̂1 is pure point, which implies the absence
of singular continuous components.
To this end, letMn denote the (finite) random Dirac comb that underlies Xn, so Xn = M̂n.
With initial conditions M0 =M1 = δ0, the counterpart to Eq. (7) reads
(9) Mn =
{
Mn−2 + δτn−2 ∗Mn−1 , with probability p,
Mn−1 + δτn−1 ∗Mn−2 , with probability q,
and we know the following property from [32, 33] and Proposition 3.4.
Fact 3.6. For any n ∈ N, all realisations of the random Dirac comb Mn have support in the
finite point set uprise(W ) ∩ [0, Ln), with Ln = τn as before. 
3.2. Averages and weight functions. Define the uniformly discrete point set
Λ>0 := uprise(W ) ∩ R>0 = {x ∈uprise(W ) : x > 0}
and observe that we may identify Mn with a random variable with values in Ω := {0, 1}Λ>0 .
Note that Ω is a compact space, equipped with the standard product topology. In this picture,
the realisations ofMn are sequences of the form (mx)x∈Λ>0 with mx ∈ {0, 1} and mx = 0 for
all x > Ln, the latter due to our setting with left endpoints of the tiles as markers. Let ϑn
denote the corresponding (discrete) probability distribution on Ω.
Lemma 3.7. Let p and q be the probabilities from Eq. (5), and assume that 0 < p < 1.
Then, the sequence (ϑn)n∈N of probability measures on Ω is weakly converging.
Proof. The claimed convergence, by standard arguments, is equivalent to the convergence
of
(
ϑn(Z)
)
n∈N for every cylinder set Z that is specified at a finite set of positions in Λ>0.
A simple inclusion-exclusion argument shows that this is equivalent to the convergence of
ϑn
({mx = 1 for x ∈ F}) for any finite F ⊂ Λ>0. Let
(10) g(n)(x) = ϑn
({mx = 1}) = g(n)a (x) + g(n)b (x)
be the occupation probability of position x under ϑn, split into those for type a and b. For
any p ∈ [0, 1], the random inflation (5) now implies the recursion
g(n+1)a (x) = q g
(n)
a
(
x
τ
)
+ g
(n)
b
(
x
τ
)
+ p g(n)a
(
x−1
τ
)
,
g
(n+1)
b (x) = p g
(n)
a
(
x
τ
)
+ q g(n)a
(
x−τ
τ
)
,
(11)
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subject to the initial condition g
(0)
α (x) = δα,a δx,0 and the general rule that, for any α ∈ {a, b}
and all n, we have g
(n)
α (x) = 0 whenever x /∈ Λ>0. At x = 0, this implies
(12)
(
g
(n+1)
a (0)
g
(n+1)
b (0)
)
=
(
q 1
p 0
)(
g
(n)
a (0)
g
(n)
b (0)
)
where the matrix on the right-hand side is the (transpose of) a Markov matrix. It is primitive
when 0 < p < 1, which implies the convergence of the sequences
(
g
(n)
α (0)
)
n∈N, with limits
ga(0) = 1/(1 + p) and gb(0) = p/(1 + p).
Now, writing Λ>0 = {0 = x0 < x1 < x2 < . . .}, the convergence of
(
g
(n)
α (xi)
)
n∈N can
be shown inductively in i, because the structure of Eq. (11) is such that, when x > 0, the
right-hand side only has arguments y with 0 6 y < x, where the functions are either known to
vanish or converge by induction. This shows the convergence of the marginals for all cylinder
sets that are specified at a single location.
A similar argument, based on the propagation of prefix probabilities, also works for the
cylinder sets specified on a finite set of positions. Here, given any finite set ∅ 6= F ⊂ Λ>0, one
chooses an integer n such that the geometric realisation (as a patch) of any legal word of length
n is longer than the largest element of F . We consider this as a collection of prefix patches.
Taking all possible inflations of these patches and sorting them according to the same prefix
collection, we derive a transition matrix for the prefix collection under one inflation step,
which is (the transpose of) a Markov matrix by construction. When 0 < p < 1, this matrix is
irreducible by standard arguments and cyclically primitive because the corresponding graph
must contain a loop, which implies primitivity of the matrix.
Now, we equip the prefix patches with initial probabilities, for instance via a set of exact
inflation patches of sufficient size (we know that this is possible because we only look at legal
words of length n). No matter what these initial probabilities are, a repeated iteration of
the primitive Markov matrix gives a converging sequence of prefix probability vectors, with
the limit being independent of the initial choice. This finally implies the convergence of
ϑn
({mx = 1 for x ∈ F}) as n→∞, and our claim follows. 
Remark 3.8. It is easy to check that, with our initial condition, the iteration of Eq. (12)
also converges for p = 0, but not for p = 1, where the iteration alternates between the vectors
(1, 0)t and (0, 1)t. These are the deterministic cases, where the inflation has a one-sided fixed
point for p = 0, but not for p = 1. In the latter case, one has two fixed points for the square
of the inflation instead. Here, one could ‘restore’ convergence by starting from the modified
initial condition g
(0)
a (0) = g
(0)
b (0) =
1
2 .
Looking at the actual sequence of inflation words for p = 1, however, reveals that only the
first two positions alternate between ab and ba, while all following positions are stable. This
simply reflects the fact that we are working with a singular element of the discrete hull here,
which is not relevant in the random situation. ♦
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Let us continue with the random case, 0 < p < 1, and set gα(x) = limn→∞ g
(n)
α (x). Then,
Eq. (11) implies the exact renormalisation identities
ga(x) = q ga
(
x
τ
)
+ gb
(
x
τ
)
+ p ga
(
x−1
τ
)
,
gb(x) = p ga
(
x
τ
)
+ q ga
(
x−τ
τ
)
,
(13)
together with gα(x) = 0 for α ∈ {a, b} and all x /∈ Λ>0. In fact, one has more.
Proposition 3.9. The renormalisation relations from Eq. (13), subject to the condition that
gα(x) = 0 for α ∈ {a, b} and all x /∈ Λ>0, have a one-dimensional solution space, for any
p ∈ [0, 1]. In particular, there is precisely one solution with ga(0) = 1/(1 + p).
Moreover, for each n ∈ N0, the support of the function g(n) from Eq. (10) is contained in
the finite set Λ(n) := Λ∩ [0, Ln), and the pointwise limits g(x) = limn→∞ g(n)(x) are uniform
in the sense that maxx∈Λ(n)
∣∣g(x) − g(n)(x)∣∣ n→∞−−−−→ 0.
Proof. The first claim really is a consequence of Lemma 3.7 and its proof. Indeed, taking the
limit in Eq. (12) gives an eigenvector equation with eigenvalue 1. It is easy to check that
the corresponding eigenspace is always one-dimensional, including the cases p = 0 and p = 1.
Since all other values gα(x) are determined recursively, our claim is obvious. The unique
solution specified by the special value is the one we need for our further analysis.
The supporting set of g(n) = g
(n)
a + g
(n)
b follows from the recursion relations in Eq. (12) by
induction. The claim on the convergence is obvious for the two deterministic cases, p = 0
and p = 1, because one then simply has g(n)(x) = g(x) on Λ(n). In general, the concatenation
structure implies the recursion
g(n+1)(x) =

qg(n)(x) + pg(n−1)(x), x ∈ Λ(n−1),
qg(n)(x) + pg(n−1)(x−τn−1), x ∈ Λ(n) \ Λ(n−1),
pg(n)(x−τn−1) + qg(n−1)(x−τn), x ∈ Λ(n+1) \ Λ(n).
This can now be used inductively to show that
lim
n→∞ maxx∈Λ(n)
∣∣g(x) − g(n)(x)∣∣ = 0,
the technical details of which are given in [42, Lemma 3.29]. This implies our claim. 
3.3. Lift into internal space. Let ϑ be the probability measure on Ω that is the weak limit
of the sequence (ϑn)n∈N. This means that there is a random variableM with law ϑ such that
(Mn)n∈N converges in distribution to M, which in particular implies that
E(M) = lim
n→∞E(Mn) =
∑
x∈Λ>0
ϑ
({mx = 1}) δx ,
with ϑ
({mx = 1}) = ga(x) + gb(x) as detailed above. Now, we want to determine the
coefficients of E(M) more explicitly, for which we employ a representation within our CPS.
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To do so, we write E(Mn) and E(M) as
E(Mn) =
∑
x∈Λ>0
h(n)(x⋆) δx and E(M) =
∑
x∈Λ>0
h(x⋆) δx .
As suggested by our previous analysis, we write
h(n) = h(n)a + h
(n)
b
with obvious meaning. Define now µ
(n)
α =
c
Fn
∑
x∈uprise(W ) h
(n)
α (x⋆) δx⋆ for α ∈ {a, b}, where c is
a positive constant that will be fixed later and Fn is the number of tiles in the patch that
underlies Mn, which is a level-n Fibonacci number (with initial conditions F0 = F1 = 1 in
this case) and independent of the realisation of Mn.
Note that the µ
(n)
α are finite and positive pure point measures on the internal space H = R,
all with support in W = [−τ, τ ]. Moreover, we work in a setting where 1c
(
µ
(n)
a + µ
(n)
b
)
is a
probability measure for each n ∈ N. Now, we need a fundamental property of these measures,
which is a reformulation of earlier results from [31, 32, 33]. Let g.µ := µ ◦ g−1 denote the
push-forward of a measure µ by a continuous (and, in our case, always invertible) function
g. Define affine functions g0, f0 and f1 by g0(x) = σx+ 1 and fj(x) = σ(x + j), where
σ := τ⋆ = τ ′ = 1− τ is the algebraic conjugate of τ . Then, an explicit calculation similar to
the one from [32, Eq. 6.28] shows that we have the recursion
µ(n+1)a =
Fn
Fn+1
(
p(g0.µ
(n)
a ) + q(f0.µ
(n)
a ) + (f0.µ
(n)
b )
)
,
µ
(n+1)
b =
Fn
Fn+1
(
p(f0.µ
(n)
a ) + q(f1.µ
(n)
a )
)
,
(14)
with initial condition µ
(1)
a = δ0 and µ
(1)
b = 0.
Lemma 3.10. The sequences
(
µ
(n)
α
)
n∈N of finite measures are weakly converging. The limit
measures µα are compactly supported and satisfy the system of rescaling equations
µa = |σ|
(
p(g0.µa) + q(f0.µa) + (f0.µb)
)
,
µb = |σ|
(
p(f0.µa) + q(f1.µa)
)
,
with σ = τ ′ and with the functions g0 and fj as in Eq. (14).
Proof. Since the support of any of the measures µ
(n)
α is a finite subset of the compact set
W , the claimed weak convergence follows from standard arguments, for instance by taking
Fourier transforms and applying Levy’s continuity theorem; see [15, Thm. 3.14]. Clearly, the
support of the limit measure must also be contained in W .
With Fn/Fn+1
n→∞−−−−→ τ−1 = |σ|, it also follows that the limit measures satisfy the limiting
rescaling relations, which are the ones stated. 
Let us apply the Fourier transform to the relations of Lemma 3.10. Recall that the Fourier
transform of a finite measure is a uniformly continuous function. Moreover, for an affine
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function g defined by g(x) = rx+ s with r 6= 0, one obtains ĝ.µ(t) = e−2πist µ̂(rt); compare
[32, Cor. 6.24]. This leads to the contractive relations
µ̂a(t) = |σ|
(
(p e−2πit+ q) µ̂a(σt) + µ̂b(σt)
)
,
µ̂b(t) = |σ| (p + q e−2πiσt) µ̂a(σt).
One can check that a solution of this system, which is unique up to multiplication by a
constant, is given by
µ̂a(t) = c˜ e
−πit sinc(πt)
∏
ℓ>1
(
p+ q e−2πiσ
ℓt
)
,
µ̂b(t) = c˜ |σ| e−πiσt sinc(πσt)
∏
ℓ>1
(
p+ q e−2πiσ
ℓt
)
,
(15)
where the constant c˜ is determined by our additional condition that 1c
(
µa+µb
)
is a probability
measure, hence 1c
(
µ̂a(0)+µ̂b(0)
)
= 1, which gives c˜ = c/τ = c |σ|. For reasons that will become
clear below in Eq. (19), we choose c = τ and thus get c˜ = 1.
3.4. Continuity. As µ̂a, µ̂b ∈ L2(R), their (inverse) Fourier transforms are also elements of
L2(R), and actually of L2(W ), as they have compact support withinW . But L2(W ) ⊂ L1(W )
by Ho¨lder’s inequality, so the measures µa and µb are absolutely continuous with respect to
Lebesgue measure λ\, giving µα = hαλ\ with Radon–Nikodym densities hα. By standard
arguments, compare [39, Sec. 1.3.4] or [1, Thm. 2.2], one has
ĥa = µ̂a and ĥb = µ̂b ,
where hα should not be thought of as a limit of the sequence (h
(n)
α )n∈N in the sense of functions.
We will now show that the L1-functions ha and hb are actually represented by continuous
functions whenever 0 < p < 1. To this end, we employ an old idea of Jessen and Wintner
[26]. Let us first define
(16) µ :=
∞∗
ℓ=1
(
p δ0 + q δσℓ
)
=
∞∗
ℓ=1
µℓ ,
via the probability measures µℓ = p δ0 + q δσℓ , where p ∈ [0, 1] and q = 1 − p. Note that the
limiting cases are µ = δ0 for p = 1 and µ = δ−σ2 = δτ−2 for q = 1.
Lemma 3.11. The infinite convolution product for the measure µ from Eq. (16) is absolutely
convergent to a probability measure in the weak topology, which is to say that it is weakly
convergent to the same limit for any order of the terms.
Proof. With Mκ(ν) :=
∫
R x
κ dν(x) for κ > 0, we get M0(µℓ) = 1 and Mκ(µℓ) = qσ
κℓ for any
κ > 0. In particular, the second moments of all µℓ clearly exist. Moreover, one has
∞∑
ℓ=1
|M1(µℓ)| <∞ and
∞∑
ℓ=1
M2(µℓ) <∞
by a standard geometric series argument, because |σ| = τ−1 < 1.
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Hence, by an application of [26, Thm. 6], the convolution product is absolutely convergent
as claimed. As all µℓ are probability measures, then so is the limit, µ. 
As a consequence, we may rewrite µ as µ = µj ∗ νj , for any j ∈ N, where
νj := µ1 ∗ . . . ∗ µj−1 ∗ µj+1 ∗ . . . = ∗
i 6=j
µi .
Together with the previous lemma, this has a rather strong consequence. In fact, the special
case p = 12 can be found in [26, Sec. 6].
Lemma 3.12. If 0 < p < 1, the probability measure µ from Eq. (16) is continuous.
Proof. Observe first that, for any j ∈ N and with µj = p δ0 + q δσj as above, one has
pqµj 6 p δσj + q δ0 6 p δσj + q δ2σj + q δ0 + p δ−σj =
(
δσj + δ−σj
) ∗ µj ,
which is to be understood as a relation between positive measures. The convolution with νj
now leads to the general inequality
(17) pqµ 6
(
δσj + δ−σj
) ∗ µ.
Assume now, to the contrary of our claim, that there is an element x ∈ R with µ({x}) > 0.
Since q = 1− p, we have p, q ∈ (0, 1) and thus pq > 0. Then, Eq. (17) implies the estimate
(18) 0 < pq µ({x}) 6 µ({x− σj}) + µ({x+ σj}).
Next, choose r ∈ N with pq µ({x}) > 1r , which is clearly possible, and select r distinct integers,
j1 < j2 < . . . < jr, say. Since µ is a probability measure, we obtain
1 > µ
( ⋃˙
16s6r
({
x− σjs} ∪˙{x+ σjs}))
=
r∑
s=1
(
µ
({
x− σjs})+ µ({x+ σjs}))
(18)
>
r∑
s=1
pq µ
({x}) > r 1
r
= 1.
This contradiction shows that µ is continuous. 
Remark 3.13. Let us mention that one can also show µ to be a purely singular continuous
measure. However, since we only need the continuity of µ, we omit this extra step. ♦
Before we continue, let us state a classic result that, due to the lack of a simple reference,
we include here with a short proof.
Fact 3.14. Let a, b ∈ R with a < b, and let ν be a finite, regular Borel measure on R that
is continuous, i.e., ν({x}) = 0 for all x ∈ R. Now, let J be any of the intervals [a, b], (a, b),
[a, b) or (a, b]. Then, the function 1J ∗ ν is continuous on R.
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Proof. Consider the case of a closed interval first. Fix x ∈ R and choose a sequence (xn)n∈N
with xn ց x as n→∞. Then, as ν is a continuous measure by assumption, we get∣∣(1J ∗ ν)(x)− (1J ∗ ν)(xn)∣∣ = ∣∣∣∫
R
(
1J(x− y)− 1J(xn − y)
)
dν(y)
∣∣∣
=
∣∣ν([x− b, xn − b]) − ν([x− a, xn − a])∣∣ n→∞−−−−→ 0
because ν({x − b}) = 0 = ν({x − a}). The analogous relation, with the same limit, holds
when xn ր x. Together, this implies that the function 1J ∗ ν is continuous on R.
Due to the assumed continuity of ν, the same type of argument applies for half-open or
open intervals as well. 
Proposition 3.15. If 0 < p < 1, the Radon–Nikodym densities ha and hb are continuous
functions with compact support.
Proof. Observe first that µ̂(t) =
∏
ℓ>1
(
p + q e−2πiσ
ℓt
)
by an application of the convolution
theorem. Then, it follows from Eq. (15) that the L1-functions ha and hb are represented by
(19) ha(x) =
(
1[0,1) ∗ µ
)
(x) and hb(x) =
(
1[σ,0) ∗ µ
)
(x),
with the probability measure µ from Eq. (16). Here, we have taken the liberty to choose half-
open intervals for the characteristic functions to match the standard situation in the limiting
cases p = 1 and q = 1; compare the discussion in [4, Ex. 7.3].
Fact 3.14 in conjunction with Lemma 3.12 then implies the continuity of ha and hb for any
0 < p < 1. Moreover, as a consequence of Lemma 3.10, both functions are supported on a
subset of W . 
Remark 3.16. Let us note that Eq. (19) also holds for the limiting cases p = 1 and q = 1,
where one obtains ha = 1[0,1) and hb = 1[1−τ,0) as well as ha = 1[τ−2,τ−1) and hb = 1[−1,τ−2),
respectively. This is in line with the description of these deterministic limiting cases as regular
model sets; compare [4, Rem. 4.6 and Ex. 7.3]. ♦
Now, for all x ∈ Λ>0, we need to relate the function values hα(x⋆) with the occupation
probabilities gα(x) from above, because the continuity of the hα is a representation result in
the Lebesgue sense, but (Λ>0)
⋆ is a null set.
Lemma 3.17. If 0 < p < 1, one has gα(x) = hα(x
⋆) for α ∈ {a, b} and all x ∈ Λ>0.
Proof. When 0 < p < 1, the functions hα are continuous, and satisfy the recursions
ha(x
⋆) = q ha
(
(xτ )
⋆
)
+ hb
(
(xτ )
⋆
)
+ p ha
(
(x−1τ )
⋆
)
,
hb(x
⋆) = p ha
(
(xτ )
⋆
)
+ q ha
(
(x−ττ )
⋆
)
,
as a consequence of Lemma 3.10, rewritten in terms of the densities. With the initial condition
ha(0
⋆) = 1/(1 + p), we see that we obtain the same type of renormalisation equation as in
Eq. (13), and an application of Proposition 3.9 implies our claim. 
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3.5. Diffraction measure of the random Fibonacci hull. Let us finally come back to
the measure γ̂1 from Eq. (8). We know from above that
γ̂1 = limn→∞
1
τn
∣∣E(Xn)∣∣2 = lim
n→∞
1
τn
∣∣Ê(Mn)∣∣2 = lim
n→∞
1
τn
F[E(Mn) ∗ E˜(Mn)],
where F denotes Fourier transform. By construction, E(M) := limn→∞ E(Mn) is a weighted
Dirac comb on uprise([−τ, τ ]) ∩ R>0, with weights g(x) = h(x⋆) and the interpretation given
previously. With the second part of Proposition 3.9, one can now check that
γ̂1 = F
(
E(M)⊛ E˜(M)),
with ⊛ denoting the volume-averaged or Eberlein convolution of measures on R>0. This holds
as a consequence of the measure
∣∣E(M)|[0,Ln)− E(Mn)∣∣ =∑x∈Λ(n) |g(x)− g(n)(x)| δx getting
uniformly small on Λ(n) as n→∞. In fact, one even has maxx∈Λ(n)
∣∣g(x)− g(n)(x)∣∣ 6 rn with
r = max{p, q} < 1. This implies, as in our earlier case, that
lim
n→∞ maxx∈Λ(n)
∣∣g(x) − g(n)(x)∣∣ = 0,
this time with exponentially fast convergence; compare [42, Lemma 3.29].
Next, define the two-sided measure
(20) ωh =
∑
x∈uprise([−τ, τ ])
h(x⋆) δx ,
with h = ha + hb as before. It is not difficult to check that one then has
γ̂1 = ω̂h⊛ ω˜h = ω̂h∗h˜
where ⊛ now denotes the Eberlein convolution for measures on R; see [4, Sec. 8.8]. Since we
have ha, hb ∈ Cc(R) by Proposition 3.15, we may now apply the following general result.
Theorem 3.18 ([4, Thm. 9.5]). Consider the weighted Dirac comb
ωg =
∑
x∈Λ
g(x⋆) δx
on a regular model set Λ =uprise(W ) with CPS (Rd,H,L) and compact window W =W ◦ ⊆ H,
with a function g : H −−→ C which is continuous on W and vanishes on its complement.
Then, ωg has the positive, translation bounded, pure point diffraction measure
γ̂ωg =
∑
k∈L⊛
|A(k)|2 δk with A(k) = dens(L) ĝ(−k⋆),
where L⊛ = π(L∗), with L∗ the annihilator (or dual lattice) of L, is the corresponding Fourier
module. 
It follows that γ̂1 is pure point, with Fourier module L
⊛ = Z[τ ]/
√
5 and amplitudes
AΛ,p(k) = dens(L) ĥ(−k⋆) = dens(Λ) eπi(1+σ)k
⋆
sinc
(
π(1− σ)k⋆) ∞∏
ℓ=1
(
p+ q e2πiσ
ℓk⋆
)
,
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hence γ̂1 =
∑
k∈L⊛ Ip(k) δk with Ip(k) = |AΛ,p(k)|2, so
(21) Ip(k) =
(
τ√
5
sinc(πτk⋆)
)2 ∞∏
ℓ=1
∣∣p+ q e2πiσℓk⋆ ∣∣2 = I(k) ∞∏
ℓ=1
∣∣p+ q e2πiσℓk⋆ ∣∣2.
Here, I(k) is the intensity function from the deterministic case of Theorem 2.1 for ua = ub = 1.
Summarising the above derivations, we obtain the following result. Due to the mentioned
compatibility of the measures on YζF and on the subset YζF , we may formulate it right away
for the entire dynamical system (YζF ,R, νpf).
Theorem 3.19. Fix some T ∈ YζF and let Λ = Λa∪˙Λb be the corresponding set of left
endpoints of the tiles in T . Then, almost surely with respect to the ergodic patch frequency
measure νpf , the corresponding diffraction measure reads
γ̂ = E
(
γ̂Λ
)
= γ̂pp + γ̂ac =
∑
k∈Z[τ ]/√5
Ip(k) δk + φpλ\,
where Ip(k) is given by Eq. (21) and φp is the Radon–Nikodym density of γ̂ac, as computed
previously in [32, Prop. 6.18]. 
Remark 3.20. The original formula for φp in [32, 33], which also appears in [22], can be
made more explicit. Setting ψ(k) = 1− cos(2π kτ ), one finds
φp(k) =
2pqτ√
5
∞∑
n=2
ψ(k)
τn
n−2∏
ℓ=1
∣∣p+ q e−2πiτℓk ∣∣2,
with the understanding that an empty product is 1. It is worthwhile to note that φp vanishes
for the limiting cases p = 1 and q = 1, where pq = 0. This means that the formula for γ̂ in
Theorem 3.19 remains valid, with the correct result, for all values p ∈ [0, 1].
One can also extend the explicit formulas to the case of arbitrary weights ua, ub ∈ C for
the two types of points. The intensities of the Bragg peaks are then the special case m = 1
of the formula in Theorem 4.4 below, while the above formula for φp remains true, this time
with ψ(k) = 12
∣∣(1− e−2πik)ua − (1− e−2πiτk)ub∣∣2. ♦
One should notice that it is not immediately obvious why the supporting set of the Bragg
peaks in the stochastic case coincides with that of the deterministic one. However, this ulti-
mately follows from the fact that the deterministic substitutions ζF,1 and ζF,0 from Section 2
give rise to the same hull, and that the latter can be described within the same CPS as used
there. This CPS then also accommodates the generating random Fibonacci sets, as described
above. An independent explicit argument for the Fourier–Bohr spectrum via exponential sums
can be found in [41]; see also [43] for a general treatment in the setting of almost periodic
pure point measures.
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Remark 3.21. As before, we may also consider tiles with the modified lengths according to
Eq. (4). In this case, one obtains
A′Λ,p(k) = A
′
Λ(k)
∞∏
ℓ=1
(
p+ q e2πiσ
ℓ(k⋆−ρk)) and
I ′p(k) = I
′(k)
∞∏
ℓ=1
∣∣p+ q e2πiσℓ(k⋆−ρk) ∣∣2
as generalisations of the previous expressions, which are covered for ρ = 0.
Also, the density function φp can be calculated for the case with the modified interval
lengths. With the new length function Lℓ = τ
ℓ+ ρσℓ for the level-ℓ inflation words, one finds
φp(k) =
2pqτ√
5
∞∑
n=2
ψ(k)
τn
n−2∏
ℓ=1
∣∣p+ q e−2πiLℓk ∣∣2,
now with ψ(k) = 1− cos(2π(ρτ + σ)k). ♦
4. Random noble means substitutions
Let us begin this section with a more general approach to the concept of a random substi-
tution; see [40] for some general properties and results.
Definition 4.1. Let a finite alphabet A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} be fixed. Then, an endomorphism
̺ : A∗ −−→ A∗ is called a random substitution if there are k1, . . . , kn ∈ N and probability
vectors {
pi = (pi1, . . . , piki) | pi ∈ [0, 1]ki and
ki∑
j=1
pij = 1, 1 6 i 6 n
}
such that
̺ : ai 7→

w(i,1), with probability pi1,
...
...
w(i,ki), with probability piki ,
for 1 6 i 6 n, where each w(i,j) ∈ A∗. Moreover, the average
M̺ :=
( kj∑
q=1
pjq cardai
(
w(j,q)
))
16i,j6n
∈ Mat(n,R>0)
serves as the corresponding substitution matrix.
Remark 4.2. In principle, the integers ki may take the value∞, but we do not consider such
cases here. As in the deterministic case, a random substitution ̺ is primitive if and only if
M̺ is a primitive matrix. Various other notions can also be extended; compare [40].
From a general point of view, each ̺(ai) is a random variable, which means that our M̺
is actually the expectation of the substitution matrix, the latter also viewed as a random
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variable. We suppress such extensions, as we do not need them for our systems of compatible
substitutions. ♦
The random Fibonacci substitution can be generalised as follows; compare [33] and refer-
ences therein. Consider A = {a, b} as before, pick m ∈ N and let pm = (p0, . . . , pm) be a
fixed probability vector. We shall usually assume that all pi > 0 unless specified otherwise.
Define the deterministic substitutions ζm,i by b 7→ a 7→ aibam−i, for 0 6 i 6 m. These m+ 1
substitutions all define the same hull, and share the substitution matrix
M (m) =
(
m 1
1 0
)
with PF eigenvalue λm =
1
2
(
m +
√
m2 + 4
)
, which is a Pisot–Vijayaraghavan (PV) number
and a unit. Its algebraic conjugate, λ′m =
1
2
(
m−√m2 + 4 ), is the other eigenvalue of M (m).
For the geometric realisation as tilings with natural tile lengths, we choose λm and 1 for the
tiles (intervals) of type a and b, respectively. One then obtains the analogue of Theorem 2.1,
this time with the Fourier module
(22) Fm = Z[λm]√
m2 + 4
,
which covers our previous case for m = 1.
Also, the description of Λ = Λa∪˙Λb as model sets is completely analogous. Here, the lattice
is Lm = {(x, x⋆) | x ∈ Z[λm]}, where x⋆ = x′ is algebraic conjugation in the quadratic field
Q(λm) = Q
(√
m2 + 4
)
. It turns out (see [4, 32] for background and details) that the windows
for ζm,j with 0 6 j 6 m may be chosen as
W
(a)
m,j = jτm + [0, 1) and W
(b)
m,j = jτm + [λ
′
m, 0)
with τm =
−1
m (λ
′
m +1). The choice with the half-open intervals is only relevant for j = 0 and
j = m, where the fixed points are singular (as in the Fibonacci case); compare [4, Ex. 7.3]
for a discussion of this point. Since the hull defined by ζm,j is independent of j, we get the
following result; see [38, 4] for background.
Corollary 4.3. Fix m ∈ N and let Ym be the geometric hull of the corresponding noble means
tiling system, with prototiles of length λm for type a and 1 for type b. Fix some T ∈ Ym
and let Λ = Λa∪˙Λb be the corresponding set of left endpoints of the tiles in T . Then, the
weighted Dirac comb ω = uaδΛa + ubδΛb , with any fixed pair of weights ua, ub ∈ C, is pure
point diffractive. Its autocorrelation is given by
γ =
∑
z∈Λ−Λ
∑
α,β∈{a,b}
uα ηαβ(z)uβ δz ,
where ηαβ(z) = dens
(
Λα ∩ (Λβ − z)
)
, and the diffraction measure reads γ̂ =
∑
k∈Fm I(k) δk,
where Fm is the Fourier module from Eq. (22). As before, I(k) =
∣∣uaAΛa(k) + ubAΛb(k)∣∣2,
with the Fourier–Bohr coefficients from Theorem 2.1. In particular, γ and Λ− Λ, as well as
γ̂ and I(k), are independent of T . 
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Now, given m ∈ N, the random noble mean substitution ζm : A∗ −−→ A∗ is defined by
(23) ζm :

a 7→

ζm,0(a), with probability p0,
ζm,1(a), with probability p1,
...
...
ζm,m(a), with probability pm,
b 7→ a,
and the one-parameter family R = {ζm}m∈N is called the family of random noble means
substitutions (RNMS). In particular, one has ζ1 = ζF.
From here on, we can continue in close analogy to the Fibonacci case. Eq. (9) is now to be
replaced by m+ 1 equations. Explicitly, one has
Mn =
j−1∑
r=0
(
δ
rλn−1m
∗M(r)n−1
)
+ δ
jλn−1m
∗Mn−2 +
m−1∑
r=j
(
δ
λn−2m +rλ
n−1
m
∗M(r)n−1
)
with probability pj , for 0 6 j 6 m. Here, empty sums are 0 as usual, andM(0)n−1, . . . ,M(m−1)n−1
are m independent and identically distributed copies of the random variable Mn−1, which is
an important point to observe in comparison to the previous case, m = 1.
In this case, one gets E(Mn) =
∑
x∈uprise(Wm)∩R>0 h
(n)(x⋆) δx, now with covering window
Wm =
[
λ′m − 1, 1− λ′m
]
and model set uprise(Wm) = {x ∈ Z[λm] | x⋆ ∈Wm}. As before, one has
h(n) = h
(n)
a + h
(n)
b , and with the analogous definition of the measures µ
(n)
α one arrives again
at a set of recursion relations. They can be used to establish the existence of the limiting
measures µα, which then satisfy the rescaling relations
µa = |λ′m|
m∑
n=0
pn
( n−1∑
j=0
(fj.µa) +
m−1∑
j=n
(gj .µa) + (f0.µb)
)
,
µb = |λ′m|
m∑
n=0
pn (fn.µa),
(24)
where fj(x) = λ
′
m(x+j) and gj(x) = λ
′
m(x+j)+1, while empty sums are 0 by convention. The
solutions are again absolutely continuous measures. They can be represented by µa = haλ\
and µb = hbλ\ with
ha(x) =
(
1[0,1) ∗ µ
)
(x) and hb(x) =
(
1[λ′m,0) ∗ µ
)
(x),
where we now have
µ =
∞∗
ℓ=1
( m∑
n=0
pn δn(λ′m)ℓ
)
.
When p is strictly positive, the L1-functions ha and hb are again represented by continuous
functions with compact support (by an analogous argument), hence Theorem 3.18 can be
applied. This gives the following result.
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Theorem 4.4. Let m ∈ N be fixed and consider the random noble means substitution from
Eq. (23). Let Yζ be the geometric tiling hull, with intervals of length λm and 1 as prototiles,
and consider the dynamical system (Yζ ,R, νpf), with the ergodic patch frequency measure νpf .
Then, for νpf -almost every element T ∈ Yζ, with Λ = Λa∪˙Λb denoting the left endpoints
of T , the diffraction measure of the weighted Dirac comb ω = ua δΛa + ub δΛb is of the form
γ̂Λ = γ̂pp + γ̂ac =
∑
k∈Fm
I
p
(k) δk + φpλ\,
with the Fourier module Fm = Z[λm]/
√
m2 + 4. The Bragg peak intensities are given by
I
p
(k) = I(k)
∞∏
ℓ=1
∣∣∣ m∑
n=0
pn e
2πin(λ′m)
ℓk⋆
∣∣∣2,
where I(k) =
∣∣dens(Λm) sinc (π(1 − λ′m)k⋆)∣∣2 with dens(Λm) = 1−λ′m√m2+4 is the ‘deterministic’
part. Finally, the Radon–Nikodym density of the absolutely continuous part reads
φ
p
(k) =
λm√
m2 + 4
∞∑
ℓ=2
ψ
(ℓ)
p (k)
λℓm
,
where ψ
(ℓ)
p are uniformly bounded, continuous functions on R.
Sketch of proof. As indicated, Theorem 3.18 covers the case that p is strictly positive. It can
then be shown that any of the remaining limiting cases where some of the pi vanish is still
covered by the same formula. Consequently, the result holds for all probability vectors and
recovers the model set case with its pure point diffraction in the deterministic limits, where
we have pi = 1 for a single index, in which case φp vanishes. 
Modified tile lengths can also be considered. Since the resulting changes are structurally
similar to those encountered in the special case m = 1, we omit further details, some of which
will be presented in [42].
5. Deterministic period doubling chain
In the next section, we are going to investigate a locally randomised version of the period
doubling substitution. Therefore, let us first recall what is known about the deterministic
substitution, which has constant length and is defined by
ρpd : a 7→ ab, b 7→ aa;
see [4, Sec. 4.5.1, Ex. 7.4 and Sec. 9.4.4] for background. In analogy to Theorem 2.1, one
obtains the following result; compare [38, Ch. V] and [4, Sec. 9.4.4].
Theorem 5.1. Let Ypd be the geometric hull of the period doubling tiling system, with two
distinct prototiles of length 1, and Y0 = {y ∈ Ypd | 0 ∈ y} its discrete counterpart. Then, the
topological dynamical systems (Y0,Z) and (Ypd,R) are strictly ergodic, both with pure point
dynamical spectrum.
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Now, fix some T ∈ Ypd and let Λ = Λa∪˙Λb be the corresponding set of left endpoints of the
tiles in T . Then, the weighted Dirac comb ω = uaδΛa + ubδΛb with any fixed pair of weights
ua, ub ∈ C is pure point diffractive. Its autocorrelation γ can be expressed as in Theorem 2.1,
while the diffraction measure reads
γ̂ =
∑
k∈Z[ 12 ]
I(k) δk ,
with I(k) =
∣∣uaAΛa(k)+ubAΛb(k)∣∣2 and Fourier–Bohr coefficients defined as in Theorem 2.1.
In particular, γ and Λ−Λ, as well as γ̂ and I(k), are independent of T , while the Fourier–
Bohr coefficients do depend on the chosen element, but converge uniformly. 
Again, the elements of Ypd can be understood as (translates of) regular model sets. For
this purpose, choose H = Z2, the set of 2-adic integers, as locally compact Abelian group to
obtain a CPS (R,Z2,L) with lattice
L = {(x, ι(x)) | x ∈ Z} ⊂ R× Z2 ,
where ι : Z →֒ Z2 is the canonical embedding, which is also the ⋆-map in this case. In
particular, one can describe the fixed point under ρ2pd with seed a|a as a regular model set in
this way; see [11] as well as [4, Ex. 7.4] for details.
It is well known that the diffraction measure γ̂pd of the corresponding Dirac comb, which
is also the diffraction measure of the entire system Ypd, is pure point. For generic choices of
the weights ua and ub, the set of Bragg peak positions is a group, namely
(25) L⊛ = Z
[
1
2
]
=
{
m
2r
∣∣(r = 0, m ∈ Z) or (r > 1, m odd)} ,
which means that there are then no extinctions. Let us mention in passing that L⊛ is also
the dynamical spectrum for the dynamical system under the continuous translation action of
R, while the restriction of L⊛ to the 1-torus T, here written as [0, 1) with addition modulo 1,
is the spectrum for the discrete Z-action by the shift.
In our parametrisation, with k = m2r , the Fourier–Bohr coefficients (or amplitudes) of our
particular Dirac comb are given by
AΛa(k) =
2
3
(−1)r
2r
e2πik and AΛb(k) = δr,0 −AΛa(k).
Hence, the diffraction intensities for k ∈ L⊛ can be calculated as
I(k) =

1
9·4r−1 |ua − ub|2, r > 1,
1
9 |2ua + ub|2, r = 0.
Let us note in passing that ua = ub leads to I(k) = 0 for all k =
m
2r with m odd and r > 1
because the Dirac comb then ‘degenerates’ to uaδZ , wherefore γ̂ simply becomes |ua|2δZ and
is ‘blind’ to the aperiodicity that is present for ua 6= ub.
Now, let us consider the alternative substitution
ρ ′pd : a 7→ ba, b 7→ aa,
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which is conjugate to ρpd by an inner automorphism of the free group with generators a and
b. By [4, Prop. 4.6.], the substitutions ρpd and ρ
′
pd define the same two-sided hull. Due
to the constant-length nature of these substitutions, the symbolic and the geometric picture
coincide canonically, for instance by choosing (coloured) intervals of unit length as prototiles
(as we did above). In particular, we can then identify the hulls Xpd and Y0. Moreover, the
relation between the topological dynamical systems (Y0,Z) and (Ypd,R) is given by a simple
suspension with constant roof function; see [16] for background. We shall see more of this in
Section 7.4.
Remark 5.2. The analysis of the system under a change of the tile lengths is considerably
more involved here in comparison to the Fibonacci case. This is due to the nature of Z2 as
internal space. In particular, it is no longer true that changing the tile length ratio leads to
a deformed model set. This can also be seen as a consequence of topological obstructions
identified in [17]. ♦
Clearly, global mixtures of ρpd and ρ
′
pd do not lead to an extension of the hull, and are
thus compatible in this sense, as in our previous examples. Once again, this situation changes
under local mixtures, as we shall see next.
6. Random period doubling chain
Now, fix p ∈ [0, 1], set q = 1− p, and define the random period doubling substitution by
(26) ρ :

a 7→
{
ab, with probability p,
ba, with probability q,
b 7→ aa,
which has substitution matrix M = ( 1 21 0 ), independently of p. As before, the term ‘random’
is only justified for p ∈ (0, 1), while the limiting cases correspond to the deterministic cases
of the previous section. Again, for p ∈ (0, 1), we define the two-sided discrete stochastic hull
Xρ as
Xρ := {w ∈ AZ | F({w}) ⊆ Dρ},
with the notation from Definition 3.1. It is clear by construction that Xρ contains the deter-
ministic hull as a proper subset.
6.1. Entropy. For the stochastic hull, one has the following result.
Lemma 6.1. For p ∈ (0, 1), the topological entropy of (Xρ,Z) is s = 23 log(2) ≈ 0.462.
Proof. As long as 0 < p < 1, the dictionary of legal words is always the same, and the hull
contains elements with dense orbits under the Z-action of the shift. Any element of such
an orbit contains all finite legal words, wherefore the topological entropy s equals the patch
counting entropy of such an element; compare [25]. Consequently, if Wn is the set of legal
words of length n, one has s = limn→∞ 1n log|Wn|, where |.| denotes the cardinality of a set.
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Note that the sequence
(|Wn|)n∈N is subadditive, wherefore the limit exists by Fekete’s lemma
[20].
Consider the pedigree graph of successive exact substitution words that originate from a
as its seed (or level 0). Due to the constant-length nature of the random period doubling
substitution, this graph has the property that the words on any given level (defined by graph
distance from a) are distinct. In other words, the graph is a tree, with root a. This tree
contains words of length 2r for any r ∈ N0, but only a subset of W2r on level r, for any
r ∈ N0.
It is easy to check inductively that all exact substitution words of length 2r in this tree
contain 13
(
2r+1 + (−1)r) letters a. Moreover, since each a (multiplicatively) gives rise to two
distinct words on the next level, the total number #r of exact substitution words of length
2r, by induction, is given by
#r = 2
(2r+2−(−1)r−3)/6,
with limr→∞ 2−r log(#r) =
2
3 log(2), so that this clearly is a lower bound for s.
Now, consider a legal word of length 2n, with n > 2 say. This word must either emerge as
the substitution of a legal word of length n, or of one of length n− 1, then completed with a
prefix and a suffix of one letter each. If mn denotes the maximal number of a’s in any element
of Wn, we thus have the estimate
|W2n| 6 2mn |Wn|+ 4 · 2mn−1 |Wn−1| < 5 · 2mn |Wn|,
which implies s 6 log(2) lim infn→∞ mnn by standard arguments. Since lim infn→∞
mn
n is
bounded from above by 23 , which is the frequency of a’s according to standard Perron–
Frobenius theory with the substitution matrix M , our lower bound for s is also its upper
bound, and the claim on the entropy follows. 
Remark 6.2. Let us note that the last part of the proof of Lemma 6.1 actually also shows
that lim infn→∞ mnn =
2
3 and hence
lim
n→∞
mn
n
= 2
3
.
This follows from the observation that lim supn→∞
mn
n =
2
3 + ε with ε > 0 would imply the
existence of a sequence of words
(
wni
)
i∈N with the frequency of a’s converging to
2
3 + ε.
But then,
(
ρpd(wni)
)
i∈N would define another sequence of words with the frequencies of a’s
converging to 23 − ε2 < 23 , which is impossible.
An analogous argument shows that the minimal number of a’s in the legal words of length
n asymptotically grows like 23n as well, and not slower, so that each element of our stochastic
hull Xρ has well-defined frequencies
2
3 and
1
3 for the letters a and b, respectively. ♦
6.2. Diffraction. The diffraction measure is given by the obvious modification of Eq. (6) to
this case, where we need to consider distinct weights for the two types of points. We want
to proceed by the same method as before. Therefore, using the corresponding concatenation
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rule, we obtain
(27) Xn(k) =
{
Xn−1(k) + e−2πik·2
n−1 Xn−2(k) + e−2πik·3·2
n−2 X ′n−2(k), with prob. p,
Xn−2(k) + e−2πik·2
n−2 X ′n−2(k) + e−2πik·2
n−1 Xn−1(k), with prob. q,
together with X0(k) = ua and
X1(k) =
{
ua + ub e
−2πik, with probability p,
ub + ua e
−2πik, with probability q.
Note that, in Eq. (27), Xn−2 and X ′n−2 are independent random variables with the same
distribution, as in our previous RNMS case.
As before, (Xn(k))n∈N is a subsequence of (Xm(k))m∈N, and we obtain
E
(
γ̂Λ
)
= lim
n→∞
1
2n
∣∣E(Xn)∣∣2 + lim
n→∞
1
2n
Var(Xn) =: γ̂1 + γ̂2 .
We have
γ̂1 = limn→∞
1
2n
∣∣Ê(Mn)∣∣2 = lim
n→∞
1
2n
F[E(Mn) ∗ E˜(Mn)],
where Mn is the measure with M̂n = Xn. By construction, E(M) = limn→∞ E(Mn) is a
weighted Dirac comb on N0, where the weight at x ∈ N0 is given by
ua P(type at x is a) + ub P(type at x is b).
In analogy to our treatment in Section 3, one now finds
γ̂1 = F
[
E(M)⊛ E˜(M)],
where we tacitly assume that the volume-averaging for ⊛ is taken with the appropriate weights
for one-sided sequences. The underlying reason is that the positive pure point measure∣∣E(M)|[0,2n)− E(Mn)∣∣ gets uniformly small on Z ∩ [0, 2n) as n → ∞; see [42] for an ex-
plicit derivation of this fact, and the Appendix for a general approach that gives the result
we need from a weaker assumption.
6.3. Averages and weight function. Next, we observe that we get
(28) E(M) = ubδN0 + (ua − ub)
∑
x∈N0
ax δx
with ax = P(type at x is a). Thus, we can restrict our attention to the case ua = 1 and
ub = 0, which reduces Eq. (28) to E(M) =
∑
x∈N0 ax δx. It is not difficult to employ the
random substitution to derive the following recursive structure of the probabilities ax.
Fact 6.3. For any n ∈ N0, one has
a2n = 1− qan and a2n+1 = 1− pan .
In particular, this gives a0 =
1
1+q . 
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Next, we aim at defining a function h : Z2 −−→ [0, 1] in analogy to our previous approach.
We begin by setting h(n) = an for any n ∈ N0, where we canonically identify N0 with its
image ι(N0) in the 2-adic integers. To extend h, we will use a uniform continuity argument,
for which we first need an intermediate result.
Lemma 6.4. For arbitrary m, j, k ∈ N0, one has
h(m2j) = h(0) +
(
h(m)− h(0))(−q)j and
h(m2j + k) = h(k) + xj , with |xj | 6 (max{p, q})j .
Proof. The first identity follows from a simple inductive calculation (in j) with the recursion
from Fact 6.3 for h(m2j) = am2j .
The second property can be shown by induction in k. For k = 0, and any m, j ∈ N0, the
claim follows from the first identity, because |h(m) − h(0)| is bounded by 1. Now, let the
assertion be true (for arbitrary m, j ∈ N0) for 1, . . . , k, where we first look at the case that
k = 2r is even. Then, with r 6 k, one gets
h(m2j + k + 1) = h
(
2(m2j−1 + r) + 1
)
= 1− p h(m2j−1 + r)
= 1− p(h(r) + xj−1) = 1− p h(r)− p xj−1 = h(k + 1)− xj ,
where |xj | 6 max{p, q}|xj−1|. The case k odd can be handled analogously. 
As before, in order to apply Theorem 3.18, the next aim is to extend h to a continuous
function on all of Z2 such that an = h(n⋆) = h(ι(n)). We will see that it is enough to consider
the dense subset N0 ⊂ Z2, where the denseness of N0 is a consequence of that of Z together
with the identity 1 + 2 + 4 + . . . = −1 in Z2. For n ∈ N0, we have h(n⋆) = h(n) because the
⋆-map is the identity on Z, due to our canonical identification of Z with ι(Z).
Lemma 6.5. The function h can be extended to a uniformly continuous function on Z2.
Proof. Let ε > 0 be fixed, choose j ∈ N such that (max{p, q})j < ε and set δ := 2−j . Then,
we have |x− y|2 6 δ with x, y ∈ N0 if and only if x− y is divisible by 2j , so y = x+m2j for
some m ∈ N0. Hence, by Lemma 6.4, we obtain
|f(x)− f(y)| = |f(x)− f(x+m2j)| = |xj | 6 (max{p, q})j < ε.
As N0 ⊂ Z2 is dense and h is uniformly continuous on N0, we know that h can be extended
to a uniformly continuous function on Z2; see [18, (3.15.6)]. By slight abuse of notation, this
extension is still called h. 
Remark 6.6. While the argument we used to prove the continuity of h in this section looks
different from our previous argument, the basic idea is the same. Indeed, consider a CPS
(G,H,L), and denote by L = π(L) ⊂ G the projection of the lattice. Then, the image L⋆ of
L under the star mapping is dense in H.
In the previous sections, we showed that the function h is uniformly continuous by con-
structing it as an infinite convolution and showing the continuity of the convolution, which
was made easy by the simple structure of the group H = R. This approach would also work
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here, but the computations are more involved due to the 2-adic structure of H. What we did
instead was to pull back h through the star mapping to the function g(x) = h(x⋆), and show
that g is uniformly continuous in the induced topology of the embedding ⋆ : L →֒ H. Then,
the 2-adic structure of H makes the induced topology easy to work with, while the induced
topology would be harder to tackle in the CPS of the previous sections. ♦
6.4. Diffraction: Pure point part. With this preparation, we define the two-sided comb
ωh =
∑
x∈Z h(x) δx, and we then have γ̂1 =
(
ωh⊛ ω˜h
)̂ = ω̂
h∗h˜ in complete analogy to
our previous cases. This is once again a pure point measure, by another application of
Theorem 3.18.
Let us assume for a moment that γ̂2 is a continuous measure (which we will prove below).
In this case, we can apply a variant of [24, Thm. 3.2] and [30, Thm. 5 and Cor. 5] to obtain
(29) E
(
γ̂Λ
)
({k}) = lim
n→∞
1
4n
∣∣E(Xn(k))∣∣2.
From Eq. (27), setting En := E(Xn), we infer that
(30) En = (p+ q e
−2nπik)En−1 + (q + q e−2
n−1πik + p e−2
nπik+ p e−3·2
n−1πik)En−2
together with E0(k) = 1 and E1(k) = p + q e
−2πik. In particular, E1(ℓ) = 1 for all ℓ ∈ Z.
Recall that every k ∈ L⊛ = Z[12] can be written in the form k = m2r . If n > r + 2, one has
En = En−1 + 2En−2 .
With the initial conditions Er and Er+1, this recurrence relation has the unique solution
En =
1
3
(
2n−r(Er + Er+1) + (−1)n−r (2Er − Er+1)
)
.
Combining this with Eq. (29), we obtain
E
(
γ̂Λ
) ({
m
2r
})
= 19·4r
∣∣Er (m2r )+ Er+1 (m2r )∣∣2 .
Applying Eq. (30), it is not difficult to see that Er+1
(
m
2r
)
= 2Er
(
m
2r
)
. Hence, we have
E
(
γ̂Λ
) ({
m
2r
})
= 1
9·4r−1
∣∣Er (m2r )∣∣2 .
Moreover, if we apply Eq. (30) inductively, we get
Er
(
m
2r
)
=
(
Er−1
(
m
2r
)− (1 + e−2r−1πi m2r )Er−2 (m2r )) (−q − p e−2rπi m2r )
=
(
E1
(
m
2r
)− (1 + e−2πi m2r )E0 (m2r )) r∏
ℓ=2
(
−q − p e−2ℓπi m2r
)
=
r∏
ℓ=1
(
−q − p e−2ℓπi m2r
)
.
Finally, we arrive at
(31) E
(
γ̂Λ
) ({
m
2r
})
=
1
9 · 4r−1
r∏
ℓ=1
∣∣∣q + p e−2ℓπi m2r ∣∣∣2 = γ̂Λ,det ({m2r }) r∏
ℓ=1
∣∣∣q + p e−2ℓπi m2r ∣∣∣2 .
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Remark 6.7. As in the case of the random Fibonacci substitution, we find that the Bragg
peak intensities in the stochastic situation are given by the deterministic ones multiplied by
some function that depends on the probabilities p and q. For example, one obtains
E
(
γ̂Λ
) ({
1
2
})
= (p − q)2 γ̂Λ,det
({
1
2
})
,
while γ̂Λ({0}) = γ̂Λ,det({0}) = 49 , independently of p and for every Λ ∈ Ypd. ♦
6.5. Diffraction: Continuous part. Let us now focus on γ̂2 . Following the same idea as
in [32, Sec. 6.2.3], we obtain a recurrence relation for Vn := Var(Xn),
Vn = Vn−1 + 2Vn−1 + 2pqψn, for n > 2,
with V0 ≡ 0 and V1(k) = 2pq
(
1− cos(2πk)), where the functions ψn are defined by
ψn(k) :=
1
2
∣∣(1− e−2πi2n−1k)En−1 − (1 + e−2πi2n−2k− e−2πi2n−1k − e2πi3·2n−2k)En−2∣∣2.
Via induction, the functions ψn can be expressed more explicitly as follows.
Lemma 6.8. We have
ψn(k) =
(
1− cos(2nπk)) n−1∏
ℓ=1
∣∣∣q + p e−2ℓπik∣∣∣2 .
In particular, we obtain ψn(k) 6 2 for all n > 2. 
This leads to the following observation.
Proposition 6.9. The measure γ̂2 is absolutely continuous with respect to λ\. Its Radon–
Nikodym density is given by the continuous function
φp(k) =
1
3
V1 +
4pq
3
∞∑
j=2
2−jψj(k) =
4pq
3
∞∑
n=1
1− cos(2nπk)
2n
n−1∏
j=1
∣∣∣q + p e−2jπik∣∣∣2 .
Proof. Define αn =
1
3 (2
n − (−1)n). One can easily show via induction that
Vn = αnV1 + 2pq
n∑
j=2
αn+1−j ψj ,
which implies
Vn
2n
= 1
3
2n − (−1)n
2n
V1 + 2pq
n∑
j=2
1
3
2n+1−j − (−1)n+1−j
2n
ψj .
Now, it is not difficult to see that Vn(k)2n converges uniformly to φp(k). The second equality
then follows from Lemma 6.8. 
If we collect our findings, we obtain the following result.
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Theorem 6.10. Fix some T ∈ Yρ and let Λ = Λa∪˙Λb be the corresponding set of left
endpoints of the tiles in T . Then, almost surely with respect to the patch frequency measure
νpf of the random period doubling substitution, the corresponding diffraction measure reads
γ̂ = γ̂pp + γ̂ac =
∑
k∈Z[1/2]
Ip(k) δk + φpλ\,
where Ip(k) is given by Eq. (31) and φp is the Radon–Nikodym density of γ̂ac, as stated in
Proposition 6.9. 
7. Eigenfunctions and Kronecker factor
It is a common feature of the above examples that their pure point part could be determined
in closed form, and deeply resembled the formulas known from weighted model sets, though
the systems themselves do certainly not belong to this class. Moreover, in view of positive
topological entropy and the structure of the hulls, one cannot expect all eigenfunctions to be
continuous. Consequently, the maximal equicontinuous factor (MEF) will not be the right
tool to proceed.
Instead, one has to identify the Kronecker factor, which emerges as the maximal pure point
factor under a measurable map, where we are allowed to work up to a null set of the hull. In
fact, this is where the covering model set will enter, and the well-defined MEF of this model
set will be the Kronecker factor of our compatible random inflation systems.
7.1. Covers and eigenfunctions. To explain what happens, we will first discuss the random
Fibonacci inflation from Section 3, which means that we consider the dynamical system
(Y,R, ν) with Y = YζF
and ν = νpf . Recall that a and b stand for intervals of length τ and
1, respectively, both with a reference point on their left end. Consider all possible infinite
one-sided tilings (to the right of the origin, that is) that emerge as a realisation of an infinite
inflation process from a single tile, a say, with its reference point at 0. In this situation, if
we code a point by a pair (α, x) with α ∈ {a, b}, one inflation step, on the level of individual
points, means
(b, x) 7→ (a, τx) and (a, x) 7→
{
{(b, τx), (a, τx + 1)}, with prob. p,
{(a, τx), (b, τx + τ)}, with prob. q.
Let us assume pq 6= 0, which excludes the two deterministic cases, and let Λα be the union of
all type-α positions of all realisations, and consider the sets Wα := Λα in internal space. It
is clear that these sets must satisfy the system of equations given by
Wa = σWa ∪ σWb ∪ (σWa + 1),
Wb = σWa ∪ (σWa + σ),
(32)
where σ = τ ′ as before. Since |σ| < 1, (32) defines a contractive iterated function system on
K × K, where K is the set of compact subsets of R equipped with the Hausdorff metric; see
[10, 44] for background.
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Fact 7.1. The compact sets Wa = [−1, τ ] and Wb = [−τ, 1/τ ] are the unique solution to
Eq. (32) within K ×K, and one has W =Wa ∪Wb = [−τ, τ ].
Proof. Since K × K with the Hausdorff metric is a complete metric space, and the iteration
defined by the right-hand side of (32) is a contraction in this space, with contraction constant
|σ|, Banach’s contraction principle guarantees a unique fixed point, which then is the solution
of (32). One can now check by a simple calculation that the intervals Wa and Wb as stated
solve this equation. 
One immediate consequence is that, for each possible realisation, the points of type α are a
subset of the regular model set uprise(Wα) in the CPS of the Fibonacci chain from Eq. (1). The
question now is to what extent these windows are determined by a single realisation. For an
answer, we employ the so-called ‘chaos game’ [37, Sec. 4.2] and Elton’s ergodic theorem [19];
see also [13, Thm. 10] or [37, p. 127].
Consider the single-point iteration in internal space, as defined by p(0) = (a, 0) together
with p(n + 1) = Θ(p(n)) for n > 0, where Θ is a random mapping in internal space, defined
by
(b, y) 7→ (a, σy) and (a, y) 7→

(a, σy + 1), with prob. p1,
(a, σy), with prob. p2,
(b, σy), with prob. p3,
(b, σy + σ), with prob. p4,
where pi > 0 and
∑
i pi = 1. Now, Elton’s theorem asserts that, almost surely, the corre-
sponding (infinite) random point sequences lie dense in the attractor of the IFS, as long as
all pi > 0.
In direct space, each such sequence is an (exponentially thin) subset of a possible realisation,
and the previous argument shows that already this thin subset, almost surely, has a dense lift
into the two windows. This establishes the following result.
Proposition 7.2. Almost every realisation of the one-sided random Fibonacci inflation tiling
completely determines the windows of the covering two-component model set, in the sense
that the lift of the positions of type α via the ⋆-map lies dense in the compact set Wα. In
particular, the lift of all left endpoints together is a dense subset of W = [−τ, τ ]. 
The corresponding result applies to one-sided tilings that extend to the left, for instance
when starting from (b,−1) or from (a,−τ). By intersecting two sets of full measure, one
obtains the following consequence.
Corollary 7.3. Almost every realisation of the two-sided random Fibonacci inflation tiling
that emerges from one of the central seeds a|a, a|b, b|a or b|b completely determines the
window of the covering model set, as in Proposition 7.2. 
Let Y0 denote the set (or fibre) of all two-sided realisations according to Corollary 7.3. Of
course, there are realisations in Y0 that do not fix the window, such as the ones that give
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perfect Fibonacci chains, but all such cases together are only a null set. Here, as mentioned
earlier, the relevant measure on Y0 is the one induced by ν on it via filtration, and agrees with
the one defined by the inflation process according to Figure 1; see [23]. This also means that
some elements of Y0 are thinnings not just of one model set, but of many, and this applies
analogously to all translates Yt = t+ Y0. This is the origin of the discontinuity of non-trivial
eigenfunctions, as we analyse next.
Recall that 0 6= f ∈ L2(Y, ν) is called an eigenfunction of (Y,R, ν) if there exists a k ∈ R
such that
(33) f(t+ y) = e2πikt f(y)
holds for all t ∈ R and ν-a.e. y ∈ Y. Moreover, f is called continuous if there is a continuous
function on Y such that (33) holds for all y ∈ Y. In this case, k is called a topological
eigenvalue (in additive notation).
Proposition 7.4. The topological point spectrum of (Y,R, ν) is trivial, which is to say that
the only continuous eigenfunction is the constant one.
Proof. Let f be a continuous eigenfunction. Since (Y,R, ν) is ergodic, |f | is a constant, which
we may choose to be 1. Let y ∈ Y0 be fixed, and set c = f(y). Due to the structure of
the fibre Y0, the tiling y is of the form yL|yR, which is to say that it consists of two infinite
half-tilings that are glued together at 0. Let y ′ ∈ Y0 be any other element, which is then of
the form y ′L|y ′R. Now, Y0 clearly also contains the element yL|y ′R, and one has
f(y ′) = f(y ′L|y ′R) = f(yL|y ′R) = f(yL|yR) = f(y) = c,
because continuous eigenfunctions cannot distinguish between two right-asymptotic or be-
tween two left-asymptotic elements. Consequently, f is constant on Y0.
Now, consider the two inflation tilings that correspond to the two fixed points of the
square of the Fibonacci inflation b 7→ a 7→ ab, with seeds a|a and b|a, called y1 and y2. By
construction, both are elements of Y0. At the same time, the left endpoints (of the tiles of
types a and b) are regular model sets, given by
uprise(a)
(
[τ − 2, τ − 1)), uprise(b)([−1, τ − 2)) and uprise(a)((τ − 2, τ − 1]), uprise(b)((−1, τ − 2]),
respectively. A comparison with the windows for Λa and Λb now shows that also τ + y1
and 1 + y2 are in Y0, wherefore we may conclude that f(y1) = f(τ + y1) = e
2πiτk f(y1) and
f(y2) = f(1 + y2) = e
2πik f(y2). This implies k = 0 and f is thus the constant function as
claimed. 
This shows why we cannot work with the MEF of (Y,R, ν), which is trivial, but need to
consider its Kronecker factor instead.
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7.2. Torus parametrisation and Kronecker factor. It will be instrumental to employ
the MEF of another dynamical system as follows. Let Λ = uprise(W ) with W = [−τ, τ ] be
the covering model set from above, in the CPS (R,H,L) from (1), where we use H = R to
explicitly distinguish direct and internal space in our following arguments. It follows from
the standard theory of model sets via dynamical systems [8] that Λ defines a strictly ergodic
dynamical system that is a.e. one to one over its MEF. The latter is A = (R×H)/L together
with the induced translation action of R on it. Here, A is a 2-torus, and a translation by
t ∈ R is represented as a translation by (t, 0) modulo L on A. Moreover, we also have the
classic torus parametrisation at hand, where we assume that Λ, which is a singular element,
is the union of all elements in the fibre over (0, 0) ∈ A.
The connection now works as follows. The fibre Y0 is linked to Λ itself and hence mapped
to (0, 0). Since a.e. element in the fibre determines the window of Λ uniquely by Corollary 7.3,
we can unambiguously map these elements to (0, 0). To extend this to a mapping from ν-a.e.
element of Y to A, we first select a generic element y0 ∈ Y0. Now, for any y ∈ Y, there is a
sequence (tn)n∈N of translations such that
(34) y = lim
n→∞(tn + y0).
It clearly suffices to consider the transversal of Y, which is to say that we may assume
y ∈ Y0 := {u ∈ Y | 0 ∈ u} without loss of generality. The advantage is that we now always
have y ⊂ Z[τ ], so all tn in (34) lie in Z[τ ] as well, and the ⋆-map is well defined. Also, the
convergence then simply means that we may choose tn such that y∩[−n, n] = (tn+y0)∩[−n, n]
holds, because our point sets have finite local complexity.
Lemma 7.5. If (r, s) is a cluster point of (tn, 0)n∈N in A, with the translations tn from
Eq. (34), we have −r + y ⊆uprise(−s+W ).
Proof. Let U and V be open, relatively compact neighbourhoods of 0 ∈ R and 0 ∈ H,
respectively, and assume V = −V . Then, our assumption implies that there is a subsequence
(nj)j∈N of integers such that
(35) (tnj , 0) ∈ (r, s) + U× V + L
holds for all sufficiently large j, say j > N . For any such j, we have nj > j and thus
y ∩ [−j, j] = (tnj + y0) ∩ [−j, j] ⊆ tnj + y0 ⊆ tnj +uprise(W ).
By (35), we have (tnj , 0) = (r, s) + (u, v) + (x, x
⋆) for some u ∈ U , v ∈ V and (x, x⋆) ∈ L,
hence tnj = r+u+x and s+v+x
⋆ = 0. Consequently, we have y∩ [−j, j] ⊆ r+u+x+uprise(W ),
where x+uprise(W ) =uprise(x⋆ +W ) because (x, x⋆) ∈ L. This implies
y ∩ [−j, j] ⊆ r+ u+uprise(−s− v+W ) ⊆ r+U +uprise(−s+W−V ) = r+U +uprise(−s+W+V ),
which holds for all j > N and thus implies
y =
⋃
j>N
y ∩ [−j, j] ⊆ r + U +uprise(−s+W+ V ).
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Since this holds for any open neighbourhood U of 0, and since uprise(−s +W+ V ) is a Delone
set due to the relative compactness of V , we get⋂
0∈U open
U +
(
r +uprise(−s+W+ V )) = r +uprise(−s+W+ V )
so that y ⊆ r +uprise(−s+W+ V ) and hence also
y ⊆
⋂
0∈V=−V
V open
r +uprise(−s+W+ V ) ⊇ r +uprise(−s+W ).
Now, our claim follows if we show that the last inclusion actually is an equality.
To do so, we may assume r = 0 without loss of generality. Let x ∈ L \uprise(−s+W ), where
L = π(L) from the CPS (1), so x⋆ /∈ −s +W . Then, there is an open neighbourhood V of
0 ∈ H with V = −V such that (x⋆+V )∩ (−s+W ) = ∅, which implies that x⋆ /∈ −s+W+V
and thus x /∈uprise(−s+W+ V ). Consequently, y ∈ r +uprise(−s+W ) as claimed. 
Next, in order to define a proper mapping from (a subset of) Y to the torus, we need to
get rid of the subsequences from the previous lemma.
Corollary 7.6. If y ∈ Y is generic, there exists a unique (r, s) ∈ A such that
−r + y ⊆uprise(−s+W ).
Proof. Since A is compact, any sequence (tn, 0)n∈N in A has at least one cluster point. There-
fore, Lemma 7.5 gives the existence, and it remains to show uniqueness.
Let −ri + y ⊆uprise(−si +W ) for i ∈ {1, 2}, hence also the inclusions (−ri + y)⋆ ⊆ −si +W
and thus si + (−ri + y)⋆ ⊆ W , which means that the sets −ri + y are translates of elements
in our special fibre, Y0. When y is generic (in the measure-theoretic sense), the window is
uniquely determined, which is to say that
si + (−ri + y)⋆ = si + (−ri + y)⋆ = W, for i ∈ {1, 2}.
But this implies
−s2 +W = (−r2 + y)⋆ = (−r2 + r1 − r1 + y)⋆
= (r1 − r2)⋆ + (−r1 + y)⋆ = (r1 − r2)⋆ − s1 +W.
Since v +W = W is only possible for v = 0, we conclude that s1 − s2 = (r1 − r2)⋆, which
means nothing but (r1 − r2, s1 − s2) ∈ L and our claim follows. 
At this point, we can define
Y′ := {y ∈ Y : there is a unique (r, s) ∈ A with − r + y ⊆uprise(−s+W )},
and we then have a well-defined mapping ψ : Y′ −−→ A. By Corollary 7.6, Y′ contains all
generic elements and thus has full measure.
Proposition 7.7. The mapping ψ : Y′ −−→ A is continuous.
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Proof. Since R is metrisable, the same property holds for Y and A, and we may work with
sequences. Let yn ∈ Y′ with n ∈ N be chosen so that yn−−→ y in Y′ as n→∞. We then need
to show that ψ(yn) −−→ ψ(y).
Let ψ(yn) = (rn, sn) and ψ(y) = (r, s). Since A is compact, it suffices to show that any
cluster point of (rn, sn) equals (r, s) modulo L. Let (r′, s′) be a cluster point of the sequence,
so (rkn , skn) −−→ (r′, s′) modulo L for a suitable subsequence (kn)n∈N.
By Lemma 7.5, we have ykn ⊆ rkn +uprise(−skn +W ). Hence, for all open neighbourhoods
U of 0 in G and V of 0 in H, there is some N1 so that (rkn , skn) + L ∈ (r′ + U, s′ + V ) + L
holds for all n > N1, and thus
ykn ⊆ r′ + U +uprise(−s′ − V +W ).
Now, let A > 0. Then, as ykn−−→ y, there is some N2 such that
y ∩ [−A,A] = ykn ∩ [−A,A] ⊆ ykn ⊆ r′ + U +uprise(−s′ − V +W )
holds for all n > N2. Since this applies to all A > 0, we get y ⊆ r′ + U +uprise(−s′ − V +W ).
Now, since we have this for all open neighbourhoods U, V as specified, we have
y ⊆
⋂
U,V
r′ + U +uprise(−s′ − V +W ) = r′ +uprise(−s′ +W )
which shows that −r′+ y ⊆uprise(−s′+W ). By the uniqueness of the parameter (r, s) attached
to y ∈ Y′, we get (r′, s′) = (r, s) modulo L as desired. 
At this point, for each character χ : A −−→ C, the mapping χ ◦ ψ defines an eigenfunction
of (Y,R, ν) that is continuous on Y′. This complements the statement of Proposition 7.4. We
can now formulate the main result of this section as follows.
Theorem 7.8. The Kronecker factor of the dynamical system (Y,R, ν) can be identified with
the MEF of the dynamical system obtained from the covering model set. It is explicitly given
by A = (R×H)/L within the CPS (1), with H = R.
Proof. The mapping ψ : Y′ −−→ A from above is the measure-theoretic factor map onto A.
The maximality of this factor is a consequence of Theorem 3.19, as the dual group of A is
precisely the Fourier module of the pure point spectrum, which is tantamount to saying that
the mappings χ ◦ ψ on Y′ account for all eigenfunctions of our system. 
Another approach, via a different view on the projection method, was recently suggested
by Keller and Richard [27]. In this setting, as detailed in [28, Def. 2.2], the notion of an
‘almost’ MEF appears naturally, and is called a maximal equicontinuous generic factor, or
MEGF for short. It is defined as
Y′′ := {y ∈ Y : R+ y = Y},
which is closely related to the set Y′ defined earlier. Now, due to Corollary 7.6, we can apply
[28, Thm. 2.4 (iii)] to ψ : Y′ ∩ Y′′ −−→ A to derive that A is a factor of the MEGF, and
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that ψ extends to a continuous mapping ψ : Y′′ −−→ A. Since we already know that A is the
Kronecker factor, being a factor of Y′′ means that it is metrically isomorphic to the MEGF.
In fact, one can see that Y′′ ⊆ Y′ in this situation. If y ∈ Y′′ and y0 ∈ Y0, we can find a
sequence (tn)n∈N so that tn + y −−→ y0 as n → ∞. Since y0 determines the window W by
Proposition 7.2, a computation similar to the ones at the end of Lemma 7.5 and Corollary 7.6
shows that y ∈ Y′. Putting the pieces together gives the following alternative view to our
constructive approach.
Corollary 7.9. In the setting and notation of Theorem 7.8, the following assertions hold.
(1) A is the MEGF of Y, and ψ : Y′ −−→ A is continuous.
(2) The eigenfunctions of (Y,R, ν) are continuous on Y′.
(3) (Y,R, ν) is not weakly mixing. 
7.3. Interpretation via disintegration. Now, consider the regular model set Λ = uprise(W )
and the dynamical system obtained as the orbit closure under the R-action. This is a uniquely
ergodic system with pure point spectrum, and it is a.e. 1 : 1 over its MEF, which is a 2-torus
in our case at hand. This one also acts as the Kronecker factor for our system (Y,R, ν),
where the map is only defined for ν-almost every element of Y by first identifying the unique
covering model set and then projecting down to the MEF.
The MEF of the covering model set is the compact Abelian group A, which is the 2-torus
equipped with Lebesgue measure as its Haar measure. Here, the translation action is repre-
sented by a group addition with dense range, as mentioned earlier. Now, over every a ∈ A, we
have a fibre Ya ⊂ Y together with a probability measure νa on it. For a = 0, this is just our
special fibre Y0 from above. These fibre measures are compatible with the (normalised) Haar
measure on A as needed for a disintegration formula. For our dynamical system (Y,R, ν) and
any f ∈ L1(Y, ν), we then have
(36) E(f) =
∫
Y
f(y) dν(y) =
∫
A
∫
Ya
f(y) dνa(y) da =
∫
A
E(f |Ya) da,
in line with the general theory; see [21, Ch. 5.4].
Analogous expressions hold for measure-valued quantities. When the inner integral is
translation invariant on A, as is the case for the autocorrelation and diffraction measures
encountered earlier, the expectation can be obtained from the conditional expectation over
one fibre, say Y0, which is precisely the approach taken in the previous sections.
Remark 7.10. The analogous procedure also works, step by step, for the random noble
means inflations from Section 4. The topological point spectrum is once again trivial. Here,
the proof uses the existence of elements y1 and y2 in the special fibre Y0 such that 1 + y1 as
well as λm + y2 also lie in Y0, with the same conclusion as before; see [42] for details. Also,
non-trivial eigenfunctions are only discontinuous on a null set.
Moreover, the entire structure with the covering model set and its dynamical system carries
over, thus establishing the MEF of the model set as the Kronecker factor of (Y,R, ν), and as
its MEGF. The disintegration then works the same way as in the Fibonacci case. ♦
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7.4. Random period doubling chain. Here, the situation is slightly different for two rea-
sons. First, the substitution (26) is of constant length, which means that we can identify the
discrete and the tiling picture and work with the Z-action of the shift. Second, the connection
to a model set requires a 2-adic internal space, so that handling windows is more complicated.
Let X0 denote the discrete hull, and (X0,Z, ν) the corresponding dynamical system, with
ν denoting the patch frequency measure, which is ergodic. As before, X0 contains a special
fibre, denoted X0, which contains all elements that are realisations in the form of two level-∞
supertiles (or superwords) meeting at 0. Here, the eigenfunction equation takes the form
f(n+ x) = e2πikn f(x)
for some k ∈ T, the dual group of Z, and then all n ∈ Z. We represent T as the half-open
interval [0, 1) with addition modulo 1.
Proposition 7.11. The topological point spectrum of (X0,Z, ν) is trivial, which is to say
that the only continuous eigenfunction is the constant one.
Proof. Let f be a continuous eigenfunction. As in the proof of Proposition 7.4, |f | is continu-
ous and invariant and hence constant (as (X0,Z, ν) is ergodic). Moreover, f is again constant
on the special fibre X0.
Next, observe that X0 contains a periodic element, namely the one obtained by periodic
repetition of the 3-letter word aab. What is more, it is contained in the fibre X0 in three
different ways, as is apparent from
· · · ba ab aa ba ab|aa ba ab aa ba · · ·
· · · ab aa ba ab aa|ba ab aa ba ab · · ·
· · · aa ba ab aa ba|ab aa ba ab aa · · · .
Since f takes the same value on all three, which are translates of one another, we get
e2πik = 1 with k ∈ T,
which implies k = 0. Thus, f must be the constant eigenfunction as claimed. 
As we can already see from our diffraction analysis in Section 6, the measure-theoretic
point spectrum of (X0,Z, ν) is given by T ∩ Z
[
1
2
]
. As before, X0 contains an open set of
full measure, X′0 say, with the property that all eigenfunctions are continuous on it. The
discontinuity is thus once again caused by a null set in the hull.
Remark 7.12. Via a suspension with a constant roof function, the discrete dynamical system
(X0,Z, ν) can be embedded into a flow, written as (X,R, νR) with νR being the standard
extension of ν to an invariant probability measure on X. This system is also ergodic, and the
topological point spectrum becomes Z, while the measure-theoretic point spectrum is all of
Z
[
1
2
]
. The additional continuous eigenfunctions in comparison to Proposition 7.11 trivially
emerge from the suspension. In terms of the approach via the Fourier–Bohr coefficients, this
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can be seen by adding a complex weight of the form e2πink with a fixed n ∈ Z, which results
in a phase change for the continuous flow, but remains invisible for the discrete shift. ♦
From here, the remainder of the argument is similar to before. We get a covering two-
component model set, and its MEF as the Kronecker factor of (X,R, νR). Moreover, there
exists a continuous mapping from the set X′ to the Kronecker factor, and X′ contains all
elements with dense orbit. In particular, the Kronecker factor is also the MEGF, and all
eigenfunctions are continuous on X′. As a consequence, we also have the disintegration as in
Eq. (36), which explains the nice formulas we were able to obtain in Section 6. At this point,
we leave further details to the interested reader.
8. Outlook
The focus of this article was on compatible substitutions or inflations that are ultimately
related to a regular model set via an implicit thinning process. This made the spectral
structure fully accessible. In general, the situation will be more complex, in particular as
far as the relation between the topological point spectrum and the measure-theoretic one is
concerned. Thus, an approach in several steps seems most promising.
First, one could consider semi-compatible inflations that still share the same substitution
matrix, but do no longer define the same hull; for one concrete example, where the complete
determination of the diffraction measure is still possible, we refer to [23]. Next, one could
relax the connection to model sets, and consider local mixtures of substitutions with singular
continuous spectrum. As long as they still share the left PF eigenvector of the substitution
matrix, concrete results should still be possible because a consistent geometric realisation
exists under this condition.
Whether more general mixtures (such as one between the Fibonacci and the Thue–Morse
substitution, which is sometimes called ‘Fib-Morse’) will lead to reasonable results is presently
unclear, but somewhat doubtful. Prior to such an attempt, a better understanding of the
general structure of random substitutions and their hulls is needed, where we refer to [40] for
some first systematic steps.
Appendix
In several places in the main manuscript, we have used approximation results for the
autocorrelation of a translation bounded pure point measure. Our concrete justification
for these steps was based on a certain type of uniform convergence of the approximating
measures on finite regions of growing size (in fact, we have used a one-sided version of such
an approximation). Clearly, the concrete criteria were sufficient, but certainly not necessary.
In this appendix, we look at this situation in a slightly more systematic way. We do this
first for an approximation by unbounded (but still translation bounded) measures, and then
for the case that one uses finite measures as approximations, which is the typical scenario in
inflation-based systems.
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Below, we formulate our results for measures in Rd, and refer to [12] for a more general
setting. Note that there is also a complementary selection of results on the Fourier side of
the coin, that is, there are several approximation results for the diffraction measure of a given
translation bounded measure ω ∈ M∞(Rd). Though this is both interesting and relevant in
its own right, we concentrate on the autocorrelation measures here, and refer to [4, 12] for
results on their Fourier transforms.
8.1. Approximation by unbounded measures. Consider a sequence (µn)n∈N of transla-
tion bounded measure such that µn
n→∞−−−−→ µ in the vague topology. Assume that a van Hove
sequence A = (Am)m∈N is given such that the autocorrelations γn = µn ⊛ µ˜n and γ = µ ⊛ µ˜
all exist along A. When is it true that also γ = limn→∞ γn holds? That this must fail in
general can easily be seen from an example, such as µn = δ2Z + δ(2Z+1)∩[−n,n]. Here, one has
γ = µ = δZ , but γn =
1
2 δ2Z , for all n ∈ N. It is thus clear that one needs some other relation
between µ and µn. In particular, as we shall see, we do not need vague convergence, while
convergence in a different topology is what counts. This is common in the diffraction context,
as nicely outlined in [34].
Let a van Hove sequence A be fixed, with all Am compact. We assume Am ⊂ Am+1,
together with the usual condition that vol(∂KAm) = O(vol(Am)) as m→∞ for any compact
K ⊂ Rd, where ∂KS is the K-boundary of the set S; see [4] for details. There are various
possible generalisations of this setting, which we omit here. We need A for averages of various
kinds, such as the volume-averaged or Eberlein convolution f ⊛ g of two (locally integrable)
functions f and g, as (pointwise) given by
(37)
(
f ⊛ g
)
(x) := lim
m→∞
(
f |Am∗ g|Am
)
(x)
vol(Am)
,
whenever this limit exists. Here, f |Am denotes the restriction of f to Am and ∗ the ordinary
convolution of functions. Operations of this type are needed when dealing with almost periodic
functions and related objects. Note that f ⊛ g = 0 if f or g has compact support.
Let Cu(Rd) denote the space of uniformly continuous and bounded functions. The mean
of f ∈ Cu(Rd) relative to A is defined as
M(f) := lim
m→∞
1
vol(Am)
∫
Am
f(x) dx,
provided the limit exists. This is certainly the case for all weakly almost periodic functions,
but not for all f ∈ Cu(Rd). In contrast, one can define the upper absolute mean along A as
(38) M(f) := lim sup
m→∞
1
vol(Am)
∫
Am
|f(x)|dx,
which clearly exists for all f ∈ Cu(Rd) and satisfies M(f) = M
(|f |). This way, M(.) defines
a semi-norm on Cu(Rd). There are obvious variants of this definition, but we only need this
simple version below. Here, a sequence (fn)n∈N of functions from Cu(R
d) is mean convergent
to g ∈ Cu(Rd) if M(fn− g) n→∞−−−−→ 0. We use fn  g to denote this type of convergence.
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Now, let f, g, h ∈ Cu(Rd) and assume that both f ⊛ h and g ⊛ h exist relative to A, as
defined by Eq. (37). It is elementary to verify the estimate
(39) ‖f ⊛ h− g ⊛ h‖∞ 6 M(f − g) ‖h‖∞ ,
which has the following important consequence.
Fact 8.1. Let fn, g, h ∈ Cu(Rd), where n ∈ N. Assume that fn  g as n → ∞ and that
g ⊛ h as well as fn ⊛ h exists for all n ∈ N with respect to a given van Hove sequence A.
Then, one has limn→∞ ‖fn⊛ h− g ⊛ h‖∞ = 0. 
The crucial observation here is that the convergence in mean for the fn implies a much
stronger type of convergence after Eberlein convolution. It is a known phenomenon that the
Eberlein convolution usually has nicer properties than the original functions. Indeed, the
Eberlein convolution of two functions is weakly almost periodic, and the Eberlein convolution
of two weakly almost periodic functions becomes uniformly (or Bohr) almost periodic.
Let M∞(Rd) denote the space of translation bounded Radon measures on Rd, which we
primarily see as continuous linear functionals over Cc(Rd), the space of continuous func-
tions with compact support, but we also identify Radon measures with regular measures over
the Borel σ-algebra by the general Riesz–Markov representation theorem for this case [18].
Now, given a sequence (µn)n∈N of measures from M∞(Rd), we need convergence in differ-
ent topologies. The standard one is vague convergence, denoted by µn → µ, which means
limn→∞ µn(f) = µ(f) for all f ∈ Cc(Rd). Since µ(f) =
(
µ ∗ f-
)
(0), where f-(x) = f(−x),
one can equivalently characterise vague convergence via limn→∞
(
µn ∗ g)(0) =
(
µ ∗ g)(0) for
all g ∈ Cc(Rd). It is easy to see that this is actually equivalent to the seemingly stronger
µn ∗ g n→∞−−−−→ µ ∗ g pointwise on Rd, for all g ∈ Cc(Rd).
Next, we speak of norm convergence to a measure µ ∈ M∞(Rd), denoted by µn ⇒ µ, if
‖µn−µ‖K
n→∞−−−−→ 0 for some (fixed) compact set ∅ 6= K ⊂ Rd that is the closure of its interior,
where ‖µ‖K := supt∈Rd |µ|(t + K). Note that any K with ∅ 6= K = K◦ defines the same
topology. Next, we speak of convergence in the product topology, denoted by µn
π→ µ, if one
has ‖(µn− µ) ∗ g‖∞ n→∞−−−−→ 0 for all g ∈ Cc(Rd); and of mean convergence, as before denoted
by µn  µ, if µn∗ g  µ ∗ g as n → ∞ holds for all g ∈ Cc(Rd). The topology induced by
mean convergence can also be induced by the family of semi-norms given by |µ|g :=M(µ ∗ g)
with g ∈ Cc(Rd). It is not a Hausdorff topology.
Via standard estimates, one can now verify the following relations.
Lemma 8.2. For translation bounded measures µn, with n ∈ N, and µ, one has the implica-
tions (
µn ⇒ µ
)
=⇒ (µn π→ µ) =⇒
{(
µn  µ
)(
µn → µ
)
none of which is reversible in general. Moreover, considering mean versus vague convergence,
one has that neither of them implies the other. 
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Let us give a few examples to illustrate Lemma 8.2. As n → ∞, one has δ1/n
π→ δ0, but
no convergence in the norm topology. Likewise, δn → 0 and δn  0, but no convergence in
the product topology. The measures µn = δ2Z + δ(2Z+1)∩[−n,n] from above satisfy µn → δZ
and µn  δ2Z . Note that the last relation could change if we replace Eq. (38) by some of
the possible variants. In this sense, one has to be careful with the possible notions of mean
convergence [12].
Remark 8.3. There are important further relations between the above topologies if one
restricts them to suitable subclasses of translation bounded measures. Let us simply mention
some of them, and refer to [12] for proofs and further details, in the more general setting
of locally compact Abelian groups. Here, let Λ ⊂ Rd be a uniformly discrete point set, and
select an open neighbourhood U ⊂ Rd of 0 such that, for any x, y ∈ Λ with x 6= y, the sets
x+U and y+U are disjoint. Further, fix a compact set K ⊂ U with non-empty interior that
also satisfies K = −K, which is clearly possible.
Now, consider pure point measures µ, µn ∈ M∞(Rd), with n ∈ N, which are all supported
in Λ. For any f ∈ Cc(Rd) with supp(f) ⊂ U , we then have |(µn − µ) ∗ f | = |µn − µ| ∗ |f | by
[43, Lemma 5.8.3]. If f is chosen such that 1K 6 f 6 1U , one can show by standard estimates
that ‖µn − µ‖K 6 ‖(µn − µ) ∗ f‖∞. Together with Lemma 8.2, this implies the equivalence
of norm convergence and convergence in the product topology for such measures, which can
be extremely useful in the diffraction context, because the spectral type is preserved under
norm convergence [4, Thm. 8.4].
Next, one has ‖µn − µ‖K = supx∈Λ|µn − µ|({x}) under the same assumptions on the
measures µ and µn, and norm convergence, and hence product convergence, is equivalent to
uniform convergence µn({x}) n→∞−−−−→ µ({x}) for x ∈ Λ. In contrast, in this setting, simple
pointwise convergence for x ∈ Λ is only equivalent to vague convergence, µn → µ.
Finally, for f ∈ Cc(Rd), one has M
(
(µn− µ) ∗ f
)
6 ‖f‖1M(µn− µ), where
M(µ) := lim sup
n→∞
|µ|(An)
vol(An)
.
If supp(f) ⊂ U , one gets equality in the previous estimate, which shows that µn  µ is
equivalent with M(µn− µ)→ 0. ♦
Behind all these relations, maybe somewhat implicitly, is the observation that the structure
of the autocorrelation imposes a natural topology on the dynamical system itself, as explained
in more detail in [35, 34, 11]. The key result of this section can now be stated as follows.
Theorem 8.4. Let µn with n ∈ N and µ be equi-translation bounded measures, and assume
that their autocorrelations γn = µn⊛ µ˜n and γ = µ⊛ µ˜ exist for all n ∈ N. Assume further
that also the Eberlein convolutions µn⊛ µ exist.
Then, if µn µ, one also has γn
π→ γ. In particular, one then has limn→∞ γn = γ in the
vague topology.
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Proof. Let f, g ∈ Cc(Rd) be arbitrary, but fixed. Due to the assumed equi-translation bound-
edness, there is a constant c, which may depend on f and g, so that ‖µ ∗ f‖∞ 6 c together
with ‖µn ∗ g‖∞ 6 c for all n ∈ N.
Now, we can estimate as follows,∥∥γ ∗ f ∗ g˜ − γn ∗ f ∗ g˜∥∥∞ = ∥∥(µ ∗ f)⊛ (˜µ ∗ g)− (µn ∗ f)⊛ ˜(µn ∗ g)∥∥∞
6
∥∥(µ ∗ f)⊛ (˜µ ∗ g)− (µ ∗ f)⊛ ˜(µn ∗ g)∥∥∞
+
∥∥(µ ∗ f)⊛ ˜(µn ∗ g)− (µn ∗ f)⊛ ˜(µn ∗ g)∥∥∞
6 M
(
µ˜ ∗ g − µ˜n ∗ g
) ∥∥µ ∗ f∥∥∞ +M(µ ∗ f − µn ∗ f) ∥∥µn ∗ g∥∥∞
6 c
(
M((µ − µn) ∗ g) +M((µ − µn) ∗ f)
)
,
where Eq. (39) was used in the penultimate step.
This way, we get γn
π→ γ, and hence γn → γ, from µn  µ in conjunction with the well-
known fact that linear combinations of functions of the form f ∗ g˜, with f, g ∈ Cc(Rd), are
dense in Cc(Rd). 
In particular, we see that we do not need vague convergence of µn to µ, but rather conver-
gence in the mean, which is both weaker and stronger in some sense.
8.2. Approximation by bounded measures. Now, let us consider a sequence (µn)n∈N of
finite measures such that limn→∞ µn = ω holds in the vague topology, where ω is some fixed
translation bounded measure, with autocorrelation γω = ω ⊛ ω˜ relative to a given van Hove
averaging sequence A as before. Let us assume that the sets An are chosen such that they
can also serve as supporting sets for the µn. Now, our previous question can be rephrased as
follows: When is it true that
γω = limn→∞
µn ∗ µ˜n
vol(An)
holds? The difference to before is that we cannot define autocorrelations for the finite measures
µn along A. However, under our assumptions, we may compare µn ∗ µ˜n with ωn ∗ ω˜n, where
ωn := ω|An is the restriction of ω to the set An. Note that, in general, µn 6= ωn, and our task
is to control the difference
1
vol(An)
(
µn ∗ µ˜n − ωn ∗ ω˜n
)
= 1
vol(An)
(
µn ∗ (µ˜n − ω˜n) + (µn − ωn) ∗ ω˜n
)
.
Here, we need a modified concept of mean convergence. Assume for simplicity that the Am
are nice compact sets, say convex, such that µn agrees with its restriction to Am for allm > n,
(but not for smaller m). Then, with νn = µn− ωn, we can say that νn, with supp(νn) ⊆ An,
converges in mean to 0, denoted by νn  0 in analogy to above, if
(40) lim sup
n→∞
1
vol(An)
∫
K+An
∣∣νn ∗ g∣∣(x) dx = 0
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holds for every g ∈ Cc(Rd), with K = Kg denoting the compact support of g. Note that this
definition makes sense because, for any given g (and hence K), the van Hove property of A
implies that vol(K +An) = O
(
vol(An)
)
for large n. Also, one could equally well use limn→∞
instead of lim supn→∞ in Eq. (40).
Remark 8.5. Via a standard estimate in conjunction with a Fubini-type argument, one can
see that, for any g ∈ Cc(Rd), Eq. (40) follows from
(41) lim
n→∞
|νn|(An)
vol(An)
= 0,
which looks perhaps like a more natural way to define mean convergence to 0. However, this
is a generally stronger notion, wherefore we prefer to use the above version.
When the measures νn are equi-translation bounded, one can show that the condition in
(40) is equivalent to
lim
n→∞
1
vol(An)
∫
An
∣∣νn ∗ g∣∣(x) dx = 0,
which can be proved on the basis of the van Hove property of A. If, in addition, all νn are
supported in a uniformly discrete set Λ ⊂ Rd, the conditions from Eq. (40) become equivalent
to Eq. (41); for details, see [12]. ♦
The crucial point for the approach with finite measures is the mutual adjustment of the
supports of the approximating measures with the elements of the van Hove sequence A. In
practice, this is usually done by selecting A according to the approximating measures, which
often originate naturally, for instance from an inflation rule or a similar process.
The main result of this section now reads as follows.
Theorem 8.6. Let ω ∈ M∞(Rd), and assume that its autocorrelation, γω, exists for a given
van Hove sequence A, so
γω = ω ⊛ ω˜ = limn→∞
ωn ∗ ω˜n
vol(An)
with ωn := ω|An . Let (µn)n∈N be a sequence of finite measures with supp(µn) ⊆ An, and
assume that the µn are equi-translation bounded and satisfy (µn− ωn) 0 as n→∞.
Then, 1vol(An)
(
µn ∗ µ˜n − ωn ∗ ω˜n
) π→ 0 as n→∞. In particular, one has
lim
n→∞
µn ∗ µ˜n
vol(An)
= γω
in the vague topology.
Proof. Since ω is translation bounded, the finite measures ωn are equi-translation bounded.
Now, given f, g ∈ Cc(Rd), the assumed equi-translation boundedness of the measures µn
implies the existence of a constant c, which may depend on f and g, such that ‖µn ∗ f‖∞ 6 c
and ‖ωn ∗ g‖∞ 6 c for all n ∈ N.
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Now, with ‖h˜‖∞ = ‖h‖∞ for any h ∈ Cc(Rd), we get∥∥µn ∗ µ˜n ∗ f ∗ g˜ − ωn ∗ ω˜n ∗ f ∗ g˜∥∥∞
6
∥∥(µn ∗ f) ∗ (µ˜n− ω˜n) ∗ g˜∥∥∞ + ∥∥(µn− ωn) ∗ f ∗ (ω˜n ∗ g)∥∥∞
6
∥∥µn ∗ f∥∥∞ ∫
Rd
∣∣(µ˜n− ω˜n) ∗ g˜∣∣(x) dx + ∥∥ωn ∗ g∥∥∞ ∫
Rd
∣∣(µn− ωn) ∗ f ∣∣(x) dx
6 c
∫
K+An
∣∣(µn− ωn) ∗ f ∣∣(x) + ∣∣(µn− ωn) ∗ g∣∣(x) dx,
where the compact setK is chosen such that it contains the supports of f and g. Dividing both
sides by vol(An), the claim follows from the assumption of mean convergence and Eq. (40),
in complete analogy to our previous result. 
The main difference to the arguments used in the main text is the replacement of a uniform
condition by a condition in mean, which should be useful under more general circumstances.
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